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Safety issues
with abandoned
dwellings heard
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum has asked county fiscal
court magistrates to consider
creating a public safety ordinance designed to deal with dangerous conditions around abandoned homes or trailers as well
as regulate the safety of the
burning of trash and other
refuse.
Marcum made the request
during a meeting of the court at
the Weaks Community Center
Wednesday night. He said an
ordinance "with teeth in it" is
needed to deal with potentially
dangerous situations.
"Since I have been shenff —
and even before that — people
would complain about things
like abandoned properties — or
apparently they are abandoned
because people are not keeping
them up — and there would be
open cisterns and maybe open
septic tanks around them,"
Marcum said this morning.
"There would be holes in the
floor and these kids are getting
in and out of them or in some of
these old abandoned trailers that
may still have some of those oldstyle refrigerators in them. It
could cause a bad situation."
The new regulations, if
adopted by the court, would also
place safety restrictions on county burning.
"If people can burn stuff, it
needs to be permitted ... and one
of us or (Murray Fire
Department and/or Calloway
County Fire-Rescue) should go
look at it," he said. -There are so
many EPA regulations on everything so I'd like to get them
involved with it too.Marcum said something
needs to be done that will allow
sheriff's deputies. county magistrates and even city and county
firefighters to act.
"We just want to look at
something that we, as county
officials, can do that will have a
little teeth in it as part of a county public safety ordinance," he
said.
He pointed out that he would
like for the ordinance to reflect
the provisions of a regulation
now in affect in South Carolina.
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins appointed Marcum to chair a committee
to look into the issue that will
also include Second District
Magistrate Connie Morgan and
County
Attorney
David
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In other business, Mike
Oliver, a spokesman for the state
Department of Highways, said
the DOH has scheduled paving
eight miles of four state secondary roadways in Murray and
Calloway County for 2007 at a
price of $513,578.
Oliver said the DOH would
complete the paving of Bethel.
Roosevelt and Irvin Cobb roads
in the county, along with
Coldwater Road in northwest
Murray this year. The remainder
of a total $988,495 allocated to
the county for 2007 will also
include maintenance on 157.5
miles of state roadways at a price
of about $3,300 per mile or an
additional $497,914.
He pointed out that the selection of the highways for maintenance, paving or repair was
based on the repotted condition
of the roadways by highway
engineers as well as complaints
from county residents.
Bethel Road will be paved
from Ky. 80 to Elm Grove Road.
Roosevelt will be paved from
U.S. 641 to Nelson Trail, and
Irvin Cobb Road will be paved
from Ky. 1346 to Ky. 972.
Coldwater Road (Ky. 774) will
be paved from the five points
intersection at North 16th and
Chestnut streets to Ky. 121
North.
In other action, magistrates
unanimously approved a resolution that would enable the county to access $250,000 in funding
from the Governor's Office for
Local Development (GOLD)
that will be used to upgrade a
Hardin Southern Railroad spur
now serving the Murray-

•See Page 2A
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ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL: Brick masons work on the top floor of the southern extenor wall at the new Lee Clark
College on the campus of Murray State University. The dormitory is being built on Waldrop Drive just west of Winslow
Dining Hall. The four-story facility is the first new hall on campus in 40 years. It will house 300-plus students and have
two large, cathedral ceiling rooms. It is expected to be completed in time for the fall 2007 semester

Life House notes Sanctity of Life Day
By GREG TRAVIS
Life House, residents are able to
touch a life in a special way.
Staff Wnter
"We
National Sanctity of Human
are
Life Day wit,* be observed asking people
Sunday and Carmeleta Norvell. to make a
to
executive director of the Life donation
House Care Center in Murray, Life House in
says the day is a great way to honor of their
children.
If
celebrate everyone's life.
Sanctity of Human Life they wish, we
Week will be observed from Jan. will
publish
21-28. It marks "a time to take a their names in
stand for the value of every our quarterly
Norvett
human life from conception to newsletter.
natural death."
What a great way to help those
"Each year we celebrate all less fortunate," she continued.
life in general. From newborns "If anyone would like for us to
to senior citizens, it is a day to come to their church and speak
focus on our ministry and focus on this subject and the ministry.
on life beginning at concep- of Life House, we are always
tion," she said.
available."
She said Life House officials
Norvell said everything she
and the others do at the Life use the day to remind people
House Care Center is about life, how sacred life is. "So many
about babies and about mothers. people look at life so flippantly.
"We work to be loving and kind We view life as precious regardand let people know about the less of whether it's a baby or a
senior citizen. There is no differsanctity of life," she added.
On Sunday, Life House will ence in a young or an old life.
distribute more than 4,800 bul- All life is valued," she noted.
"In years past. the special
letin inserts and offering
envelopes in 47 city and county day has helped to bring more
churches. The information will attention to us and our proask local residents to "help Life grams. The churches do a wonHouse celebrate life each and derful job of helping us out.
Many are on-going supporters,"
everyday."
Norvell said that by giving to Norvell said. "We are asking

churches that can to put us in
Among the inlonristion Lie
their budgets and help us
House
Care
Center
according to their budgets.
EllatailiVli
Director
Some can help more than others
Ceinisieta Nome cited
and everyone's support is great
regtilding Ware developly appreciated."
ment
She noted that many organi- At lust 22 days eke
zations support in other ways.
baby's heart beat can be
too. She said the Alpha Delta
detected.
Kappa chapter recently held a
- At 18-20
the bun"baby shower" for Life House
deems of the Wein, spinet
and donated lotions, powder.
cord and nervous system
diapers, wipes and much more.
are laid.
- At 44 days the btOys
She said the organization uses
brain waves can be
large amounts of these types of
recorded.
items regularly, and also seeks
- At 15 weeks the
donations of baby beds,
starts to sudt
bassinets and baby clothing
thumb.
from size 0 through 5T.
- At 11 weeks the
"The Lord will provide,"
makes complex
Norwell commented. "He will
expressions,
take care of us."
smiling and tie
She pointed out that many
start "praclkAnir
things have changed since Roe
- For more
vs. Wade was passed, and modvisa www.lhouaii.org. The
center is located at 602
ern medical and scientific
Poplar Street in Murray
research is revealing more inforacross from the Weeks
mation about the procedures.
Community Center. Hours
"We just didn't know the
of operation we Mondry
impact abortions would have on
through Thursday 9 a.m.10
the Amencan society. It's esti4 p.m. The center is closed
mated that more than 41 million
h noon to 1 p.m. tor
babies have been aborted thus
far," she added.
She said Life House has a
had an abortion and dtat the ce
program called "Save One"
which helps women who have

C
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BZA listens to conditional use requests for properties
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
When exceptions to the city's
zoning regulations are granted
with conditional use permits, the
key concept is the conditions
placed on the property.
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments had three conditional use permits before them
Wednesday. Two items were
reviews of permits previously
issued to businesses that wanted
to store merchandise outside
while the third permit to allow
two non-related people to live in
a single-family zone. All three
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were approved, but not without
much discussion.
James D. Tolley bought the
house at 1105 Poplar St. so his
daughter would have somewhere to live as a student at
Murray State. He didn't realize,
though, that allowing her to
have a roommate would violate
the city's zoning for single-family zones.
The two girls will be allowed
to remain in the R-2 zone —
with some conditions - after the
BZA discussed the issue following a public hearing.
In addition to Tolley and his
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attorney. Chip Adams, only the
next-door neighbor addressed
the board. Robert Clendenen.
who lives directly the west of
the Tolley property, is concerned
about additional traffic in and
out of the driveway, especially if
it overflows into his yard like it
did not long after the Tolleys
purchased the property. A letter
from another neighbor also
expressed similar concerns.
The conditional use permit
was approved on a 5-2 vote with
BZA members Ed Davis and
Scott Seiber voting against the
motion after the nearly hour-

long discussion. BZA member
Andy Dunn made the motion to
approve the permit with conditions including concluding any
outdoor activities by 10 p.m..
having no more than five cars in
the driveway at once and
refraining from parking in the
neighbor's yard or on the sidewalk.
The permit, which will he
reviewed in six months and
again if necessary, is valid as
long as Tolley's daughter,
Danielle, who also works as a
habysitter for a family, is an
MSU student and no complaints
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are received against the property.
Tolley, who lives near
Kentucky Lake with his wife,
said he didn't buy the three-bedroom, two-bathroom as rental
property, hut rather found a
home for his daughter. He also
didn't want her to live alone, so
Morgan
long-time
friend
Williams. also a student who has
a job, moved in.
'He's not an absentee"
owner." Adams said. Tolley has
since put about $10,000 into
improving the intenor and exterior of the property

'If Danielle doesn't desire
the home and want to live there,
I will find a real estate agent and
sell it.' Tolley told the hoard. "I
am not in the rental property
business."
Neighbors across the street
and down the street have offered
the girls their driveways should
additional parking space he
needed for guests. The driveway
is only the width of one car and
sits on the edge of Clendenen's
property.
'We haven't had any trouble

•See Page 2A
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PoliceSherifffirelogs
Murray Police Department
• Medication was reported stolen from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital emergency room at 10:38 a.m. Fnday.
• An attempted theft of metal was reported at 719 River Road at
11:41 a.m. Friday.
• Laura J. Kirks, 34. of Murray was served Friday with a warrant
charging her with second-degree burglary.
• Someone came into the station at 4:12 p.m. Friday to report a
fraud incident.
• Brett Preston, 19, of New Concord, was arrested Saturday for
two counts of first-degree wanton endangerment and one count
each of first-degree fleeing and evading, no operator's license
and reckless driving.
• A theft was reported at 607-B Broad St. at 1:31 p.m. Sunday.
• Matthew Armer, 34, of Hopkinsville, was arrested Sunday on a
warrant for being a fugitive from justice in Tennessee.
• Teresa Kendall, 37, of Murray, was arrested for theft by unlawful taking more than $300.
• A possible burglary was reported at 1402 N. Fourth St. at 10:54
p.m. Monday.
• A theft of registration was reported stolen from B & B Brokers
at 3:14 p.m. Tuesday.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Medications were reported stolen from a Skyway Drive residence at 3 p.m. Tuesday. The case is under investigation.
• A four-wheeler was reported stolen from a residence on
Edwards Road at 1:32 p.m. Wednesday. A theft report was
made.
Murray Fire Department
• A possible electricial fire was reported at 601 Broad St. at 2
p.m. Sunday.
• A transformer at 16th Street and Story Avenue was on fire at
2:21 p.m. Sunday. Murray Electric System and MPD also
responded.
• A vehicle at North Fourth Street and U.S. 641 North was on fire
at 7:47 a.m. Tuesday. MPD also responded.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Electrician changing
light bulbs falls, dies
CALVERT CITY, Ky. (AP)
— A 63-year-old man was killed
after falling six stones from a
lift he was using to change light
bulbs at a metal plant in western
Kentucky,
officials
said
Wednesday.
James Bains died from blunt

force trauma Tuesday, Marshall
County Coroner Mitchell Lee
said.
Bains worked as an electrician at C.C. Metals and Alloys
in Paducah, where he also lived.
Company officials declined
to comment.

Former state S.C. justice dies
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former Kentucky Supreme
Court Justice Roy Vance, who
served on the state's highest
court from 1983 to 1991, died
Wednesday in Vero Beach, Fla.,
after a lengthy illness, according
to his daughter, Terry Vance. He
was 85.
In addition to serving on the
Supreme Court, Vance was a
judge on the Court of Appeals

Clarification
Destiny Wendlinger, fifth
grade
student at
North
Elementary School, made all As
for the past term of school. Her
name was not included in the
list released by the school and
was not included in the list published Jan. 12.

Town Crier
NOTICE
•Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at
4:30 today at city hall. The
agenda includes two reviews
of conditional use permits at
Gray's Flea Market and
Orschlen Farm and Home
Store: a public hearing to
allow two non-related people
to live at 1105 Poplar St.;
and two variance requests
for Primary Care Medical
Facility and 1808A Monroe
Ave.
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet at 5:30 today
at the Weaks Community
Center. The agenda includes
proposed recommendations
concerning rural and secondary roads, the purchase
of county road department
equipment,
a
Judicial
Building maintenance agreement and a resolution
authorizing action on a new
state House bill concerning
local projects.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
at 6 p.m. Monday in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room.
O To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

from 1976 to 1983. He was an
appointed commissioner from
1970 to 1976 for the old Court
of Appeals, then the state's highest court.
Vance was a native of
McCracken County. He was
commonwealth's attorney there
from 1953 to 1957.
Vance graduated from the
University of Kentucky law
school.

•Life ...

Texas, Okla. shiver with new storm
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — A
bone-rattling blast of sleet and
snow kept Texas and Oklahoma
residents shivenng in its icy
grip, while a blizzard north of
Los Angeles caused big-ngs to
jackknife.
At least 65 storm-related
deaths have been reported in
nine states since Friday, including 10 in Texas and 23 in
Oklahoma. The Alamo was
closed Wednesday, as was a
300-mile stretch of Interstate 10
in Texas from Fort Stockton to
San Antonio.
Much of the brunt of the latest Southern storms was to
move east Thursday — but the
reprieve may be short-lived.
Another barrage was to bring up
to 8 inches snow to the Plains by
late Friday.
Students
who
enjoyed
extended weekends after Martin
Luther King Jr. Day were to
head back to class Thursday in
San Antonio, Houston and
Austin as transportation officials
reopened some roadways that
were closed because of icy conditions.
Snow accumulations were
light by some other regions'
standards — the Dallas area
topped out at 3 inches -- but
hundreds of airline flights were
canceled and tens of thousands
of electricity customers lost
power.
A Houston city employee
was killed Wednesday when he
was hit by a car and knocked
over a guardrail as he and a coworker tried to help an accident
victim, said Frank Michel,
spokesman for Houston Mayor
Bill White. "Very tragic,"
Michel said."He was attempting
to be a good Samaritan and lost
his life."
No place in Oklahoma has
been harder hit than McAlester,
where many stores were operating on generator power. At the
E-Z Mart, store manager Becky
Clayton was selling out of bags
of ice, soda, water and potato
chips. With most restaurants and
cafes closed down here, customers also made a run on her
deli.
"I was ready for summer
before it ever got cold," Clayton
said.
Ice coated power lines
throughout McAlester, and nearly 1,000 linemen, tree-trimmers
and support workers from
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Mark Bonham wraps a blanket around his wife's aunt, Opal Hickman, 89, to keep her warm as
they wait outside in the cold after residents were evacuated from Blevins Retirement Home ir
McAlester, Okla., Wednesday. The home had a frozen sprinkler pipe in the ceiling freeze anc
break bnnging down part of the interior ceiling.
Kansas. Louisiana,- Texas and
Tennessee
were
there
Wednesday to repair the damage.
schools
Many
across
Oklahoma planned to remain
closed today. some through the
rest of the week, prompting concerns about how that instruction
time will have to be made up.
In Tulsa, Okla., the city's salt
supply was running critically
low, as 50 spreaders worked to
clear streets near schools and
hilly areas. "Everyone's in the
same boat," said Dan Crossland,
the city's street maintenance
supervisor. "We're scrounging
for resources."
The number of customers
without electric power in
Oklahoma dropped by about
18,000 on Wednesday, but
74,000 thousand others still
were waiting for the lights to
come on again.
More than 250 flights were
canceled from Dallas-Fort

Worth International Airport on
Wednesday. Austin-Bergstrom
International Airport canceled
102 flights, while San Antonio
International Airport canceled
23 morning flights and
Houston's two major airports
experienced delays.
In addition to the fatalities in
Oklahoma and Texas, the wave
of storms was blamed for 11
deaths in Missouri. eight in
Iowa, four each in New York
and Michigan, three in Arkansas
and one each in Maine and
Indiana.
Elsewhere in the country,
frigid conditions tested even
those used to snow and ice. The
entire state of Maine was no
warmer than the single digits.
and several communities saw
dangerous wind chills. It was
minus-16 degrees in Caribou.
In New Hampshire, only
about 825 of the more than
50,000 homes and businesses
that lost power in the ice storm

remained without power today,
said Martin Murray, a Public
Service Company of Ness
Hampshire spokesman.
Freezing rain and some snov,
showers were reported acro,
South Carolina early this morn
ing as some school district,
delayed the start of classes.
In California, a four-nighi
cold snap wiped out as much as
three-quarters of the state's citrus and harmed virtually ever)
other winter crop, from avocados to flowers.
A fast-moving cold storm
dropped snow in the mountains
above Malibu, left white coats
of hail in the city and unleashed
a blizzard Wednesday that
closed Interstate 5 north of Los
Angeles. Texas citrus growers in
the usually balmy Rio Grande
Valley also suffered a cold snap.
but it wasn't severe enough to
damage crops, said John
McClung. president of the Texas
Produce Association.
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From Front
ter was also working to promote
its abstinence program.
The local Life House saw
883 clients last year with 75
male visits to the center from
men wanting to learn to be good
fathers.
All services provided are free
of charge and confidential.
Support is available before, during and after the pregnancy.
According to Norvell, services at the center include: free
pregnancy tests; pregnancy and
fetal development information;
information on abortion procedures: adoption information and
referrals; maternity clothes and
baby supplies; abstinence programs both in-house and outside
of the center: post-abortion support; church and community
referral program; and peer counseling.

•Safety issues ...
From Front
Calloway County Industrial
Park. Elkins said the move was
necessary to access the funds
and begin work on the project.
Mark Manning, president of
the Murray-Calloway County
Economic
Development
Corporation, said total funds for
the project from the state and
federal government now total
$750,000. About $500,000 was
previously allocated for the purchase of the railroad and land in
the area.
Manning said the investment
is intended to bring new industry and jobs to Murray and
Calloway County. The funding
will allow for additional
improvement in the vicinity of

the park and should also help
should new industry show an
interest in locating in the area.
In other action, magistrates:
— Approved the appointment of Bobby Meador, Rick
Harris, Zee Enix, Rick Lampkin
and Ralph Darnell to the
Calloway County Ethics Board.
The court also approved the
appointment of Nancy Mieure
to the 641 Water District to
serve the unexpired term of
Velma Miller. Elkins said Miller
had requested to step down from
the position. Her term is set to
expire May 28.
— Approved an agreement
with Honeywell Inc. for the
maintenance of heating, air conditioning and ventilation equipment at the Calloway County

Judicial Building at a cost of
- heard a report from Fourth
$9,674. However Elkins pointed District Magistrate Johnny
out that the cost would be reim- Gingles that a bridge is out on
bursed to the county by the Doors Trail near Kirksey and
Administrative Office of the that there is now an effort to
Court and will not be charged to obtain funds to repair or replace
county taxpayers.
the bridge.
— agreed to advertise for
Morgan also pointed out thai
bids on the purchase of four new there is a culvert out on Wright
tractors with 16-foot booms for Road that constituents need to
mowing equipment for the be aware of and avoid until
Calloway
County
Road repairs have been made.
Department at the request of
— heard another request
department supervisor Jodie from Marcum that the coun
Brooks. Brooks told the court assist in the purchase of some
that the department's existing new cruisers for the department.
equipment was in need of Elkins said the county's budget
replacement. He estimated the had already been set, hut the
price tag at between $150,000 court would consider what
and $180,000. The equipment could be done within budget
will be used for mowing along restraints.
county roadways.

▪ BZA listens ...
From Front
with the people themselves, just
with the traffic," Clendenen
said. "... I don't care what they
do in that house; that's none of
my business. I don't want all the
traffic."
Both Tolley and Adams
pointed out that even single
families have guests over to the
house and extra cars in the
driveways at times.
"If Morgan Williams is not
permitted to live there, these

same things will happen. It's still
a residence," Adams told the
board. "... Sure, traffic can
increase, but it could increase if
Morgan doesn't live there."
Meanwhile, two other conditional use permits were revisited:
- The BZA approved on a 43 vote that Gray's Flea Market
was meeting the conditions it
attached to a permit that was
approved during its September
2006 meeting. After an hour of
discussion, Dunn, Seiber and

board chairman Bill Whitaker be in front of the building line
voted against approving the forward, any trailers with adverreview.
tising had to be moved to the
In September, the board said back, merchandise had to moved
Gray's could include outdoor out of the right-of-way, and a
storage but two trailers in the major clean-up effort had to
back of the business at 609 S. make the property aesthetically
Fourth St. had to be removed, pleasing.
another trailer used for trans- (
"I think compared to what it
porting merchandise had to be wI4, he's made an attempt," City
moved to another location, a Planner Candace Dowdy told
white car on the south of the the board. "... He did remove
property on the corner of anything that was in front of the
Sycamore Street had to by area or in the right-of-way along
moved, no merchandise could Sycamore."
Davis ended up making the
motion to approve the clean-up
efforts.
"I have reservation about it
being aesthetically pleasing, but
he has for the most part met the
conditions," Davis said.
A separate issue of whether
metal trailer-like storage containers could be used for additional merchandise was tabled
until the staff provided more
information about the structures.
- Orscheln Farm and Home
on North 12th Street had a conditional use permit issued when
it opened in 1998 to allow a 36foot-by-l00-foot area in the
parking lot for temporary storage along with the fenced gar-

BEDROOM Furniture ... ON SALE.
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den area. Since then, the outdoor
storage has grown to be more
than temporary and now
includes items displayed on the
sidewalk.
After a 45-minute discussion, the board voted 5-2 to
approve allowing the 3,600square foot space that occupies
existing parking spots to be used
permanently for storage. The
merchandise along the sidewalk
also has to be moved down so
it's no longer beneath the frontdoor awning and only occupies
about 4 feet - almost half - of
the sidewalks' width.
On behalf of the city, Dowd)
had been communicating with
Eric
Orscheln
Manager
Mitchuson since October, trying
to resolve the non-compliance
with the permit.
"For three months you've
known outdoor storage on the
sidewalk
wasn't allowed.*
Whitaker asked Mitchuson."M
question is: Why is it still
there?"
Mitchuson said he was trying
to work with the city while
doing what his bosses said,
which included using the sidewalk display as marketing for
the stores.
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'07 movies have 'Shrek,' Spidey,"Pirates' and Potter'
By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Fhere are big years for movies.
and there are BIG years. Then
there's 2007, which has SOfTle
Hollywood types thinking a
record box-office year may be
at hand.
The month of May alone
has dollar signs dancing in studio executives' heads as the
third installments to three of
the all-time biggest movie franchises hit theaters within a threeweek span.
First up, "Spider-Man 3,"
with Tobey Maguire and Kirsten
Dunst returning as the young
superhero and his dreamgirl.
Next comes "Shrek the Third,"
with Mike Myers, Cameron
Diaz, Eddie Murphy and Antonio Banderas back as mouthpieces Of the lovable animated fairy-tale kooks. Then there's
"Pirates of the Caribbean: At
World's End," with Johnny
Depp continuing the cliffhanger left from last summer's blockbuster.
Two other heavyweights follow soon after: the animated
"Ratatouille," a comedy about
a gourmet rodent from the Disney-Pixar partnership; and
"Harry Potter and the Order
of the Phoenix," with Daniel
Radcliffe, Emma Watson and
Rupert Grint going back to
wizardry school in the fantasy
series' fifth chapter.
"There is a lot to see," said
Maguire, whose boyish Peter
Parker — the peed turned superhero by a *u)a& arachnid's
bite — kids_ himself wrestling
with his dark side just when
he thought he'd gotten his act
together in "Spider-Man 3."
"Things are going pretty
well for Peter. He's got his
girl, he's got his job and school.
He's kind of just managing his
whole life." Maguire said.
"Generally, Peter's in a good
state. Of course, it doesn't stay
that way."
If they matched the business their predecessors have
done, those five films alone
would account for nearly 20 percent of the $9.4 billion haul
that all movies rang up domestically last year.
The schedule is so loaded
that even the sequels -Ocean's
Thirteen,' 'The Bourne Ultimatum," "Fantastic Four: Rise
of the Silver Surfer,- and "Rush
Hour 3" would make for an
impressive
summer.
Plus,
there's an animated lineup that
includes a big-screen take on

-The Simpsons."
Winter and spring have some
intriguing movie prospects,
including comedies from Eddie
Murphy ("Norbit") and Will
Ferrell ("Blades of Glory"), ay
dramatic turn from Adam Sandler ("Reign Over Me"), and
thrillers featuring Hilary Swank
(-The Reaping") and Sandra
Bullock ("Premonition").
The fall and holiday season
presents such highlights as Will
Smith in the apocalyptic talc
"I Am Legend," Nicolas Cage
in the sequel "National Treasure: Book of Secrets," Nicole
Kidman in the fantasy "The
Golden Compass," Denzel
Washington and Russell Crowe
in the crime saga "American
Gangster" and the voices of
Jerry Seinfeld and Renee Zellweger in the animated comedy "Bee Movie."
But as usual, the real heavy
hitters are crowded into summer. Here's a look at what's
up with summer's key blockbusters in waiting:
"Shrek the Third" — All a
hideous ogre wants is to settle down in the swamp with
his not-so-beautiful bride. But
Myers' Shrek finds himself
drafted into the family business after his kingly father-inlaw expires and the ogre faces
the prospect of ruling the land
in his stead.
"For Shrek, he's just convinced he's not capable of that.
He's an ogre. He's not wired
that way." said Chris Miller, a
story artist on "Shrek" and
head of the story department
on "Shrek 2" who now graduates to directing "Shrek the
Third." "There is another
option, which is finding the
next heir."
Shrek heads out with sidekicks Donkey (Murphy) and
Puss In Boots (Banderas) to
find the future King Arthur, a
royal cousin next in line for
the throne. Meantime, Fiona
(Diaz) finds herself mentoring
Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella,
Rapunzel and Snow White,
teaching the pampered princesses to stand on their own after
Prince Charming usurps the
kingdom.
Among the new additions
to the voice cast: Justin Timberlake, Cheri Oteri. Amy
Sedans and Ian McShane.
"Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World's End" — When we
last saw rascally buccaneer Jack
Sparrow (Depp)in "Dead Man's
Chest," Davy Jones had hauled
him to a watery hell. Jack's

pals (Orlando Bloom and Keira
Knightley) joined their villainous nval (Geoffrey Rush) to
begin a quest to retrieve him.
The new film picks up nght
at that point, said producer
Jerry Bnickheimer. who shepherded the first two movies
based on the Disney themepark nde to blockbuster status.
For scheduling and financial reasons, Bruckheimer and
director Gore Verbinski shot
much of the second and third
films at the same time. The
advantage for audiences: They
only have to wait a matter of
months to see how last summer's cliffhanger turns out,
rather the usual two or three
years between major sequels.
"When we showed 'Dead
Man's Chest,' kids came up to
us. They wanted to go to the
theater next door and see the
third one. They were ready to
see it the same day," Bruck heimer said.
"Spider-Man
3Maguire's bright-eyed Peter and
APDisnor
Spidey also pick up where they This promotional photo
released by Disney Enterpnses shows actors, from left, Geoffrey Rush.
left off in the last film. Peter's
finally hooked up with girl-next- Keira Knightley and Johnny Depp in a scene from the movie "Pirates Of The Canbbean At
door Mary Jane (Dunst), man- Worlds End," scheduled for release in summer 2007.
aging to juggle his photogra- ous obstacles to the idea of
phy job, schoolwork, his love rats in the kitchen.
life and the superhero gig.
But when chance lands him
But after he gains fresh pow- in the sewers directly beneath
ers when his blue-and-red Spi- a restaurant where his culinary
der-Man costume turns black, idol cooks, our whiskered friend
Peter's dark side asserts itself. hopes for a chance to break
leaving him caught in an inner into the world of fancy cuistruggle just as two new vil- sine.
lains (Thomas Haden Church
"Harry Potter and the Order
and Topher Grace) turn up.
of the Phoenix" — Boy wizAnd hanging over all of ard Harry (Radcliffe) and budPeter's problems is the enmi- dies Hermione (Watson) and
ty of his former best friend. Ron (Grint)come back to school
Harry (James Franco). who for year five, only to find a
blames Spider-Man for the death conspiracy in the magical comof his father.
munity afoot over the return
"I feel like this film is kind of the dark Lord Voldemon
of a natural conclusion to a (Ralph Fiennes) in the last
lot of stuff that's happened in movie.
the first two movies. It kind
Disbelieving that the evil
of feels like a natural trilogy," one has come back, bureausaid Maguire. adding that he's crats hamstring Hogwarts headopen to donning Spitiey's suit master Durnbledore (Michael
again.
Gambon), appointing a new
"Ratatouille" — Hollywood instructor whose classes leave
has offered dueling animated the kids ill-prepared to defend
AP Warner Brobug movies and killer-asteroid themselves. So Harry and his
movies. On the heels of the crew form a secret society to This undated promotional photo released by Warner Bros
rodent cartoon "Flushed Away" learn the magic tricks they shows actor Daniel Radcliffe as Harry Potter in "Harry Potter
and the Order of the Phoenix
comes another rat tale, this one need to take on Voldemort.
from the animation masters at
Pixar.
Directed by Brad Bird ("The
Incredibles"). "Ratatouille" follows the adventures of a rodent
living in Paris who dreams of
becoming a French chef, despite
family objections and the obvi-
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This promotional image released by DreamWorks shows characters, from left, Cinderella,
voiced by Amy Sedans, Snow White, voiced by Amy Poehler, Fiona, voiced by Cameron Diaz,
Rapunzel, voiced by Maya Rudolph, and Sleeping Beauty, voiced by Chen Oteri, in a scene
from the new animated film "Shrek the Third," slated for release in summer 2007.
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Obama's
first blunder
Presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama (D-III.) made his
first misstep a few days ago when he joined only a handful
of Democrats in opposing a Senate reform banning the
increasingly widespread practice of legislators hiring their
family members on their campaign or PAC payrolls.
Obama has not heard the last of this
vote. Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton (DN.Y.), who opposes wives cashing in on
their husbands' positions, voted righteously
in favor of the reform and will probably
use the Illinois senator's vote against him
in the presidential primaries.
When a legislator hires his or her
spouse on the campaign or PAC payroll,
he is effectively converting contributions to
his campaign committee into personal
income that flows into the family's checkMorris
ing account, blurring the line between conAdvisory tribution and bribe.
By Dick Morris
In the past, senators and House memSyndicated
bers routinely hired their spouses and other
Columnist
family members on their public payrolls.
In the early 1940s, for example, Harry S.
Truman hired his wife, Bess, to work on
his Senate staff. She got $2,500 a year in salary at a time
when senators themselves only earned $8,500. But nepotism
on the public payroll is now banned. So inventive congressmen and senators have filled the void by hiring family on
their campaign or PAC payrolls.
Hiring family members and paying them with campaign
donations is, if anything, more pernicious than doing so with
public funds. Where tax money is involved, the sin is
against the taxpayer for wasting his funds. But where campaign contributions are involved, the congressman is profiting
gy develThe 2006 Legislative Sc'.
personally from the largesse of special interest donors. In
opments
sion, by all accounts, was
plain English, that's a payoff.
enacted in
one of the most monumental
There is, of course, a certain hypocrisy in the Senate
the Preand productive in the history
action since very few senators, in fact, hire their families on
scription
their payrolls. It is, though, widely practiced in the House of of the comtnonwealth. During
for Innothe past three years there
Representatives, where 30 members have their families on
vation
has been a surplus of about
their payrolls. But senators are much less likely to do so.
Plan.
$650 million, all while lowSen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.), who voted "present" on the
Kentucky
ering taxes on both individureform, hired her son. Douglas, a lobbyist, to manage her
is now
PAC, paying him $130,000 over a four-year period. Conals and businesses. Included
number
necticut Sen. Joe Lieberman, then a Democrat, hired his son. in that $650 million is a
one in the
Matthew, for $34,000 and his daughter. Rebecca, for $36,000 recently announced new surLegislative nation for
to work on his 2004 presidential campaign.
plus of about $279 million.
Update
down
boils
2007
of
reform
ethics
expanding
congressional
So the
Since January 2004
By Rep. Melvin broadband
to this: The House banned the use of corporate jets but the
through October 2006, KenHenley
access.
Senate did not, even though senators are more likely to avail tucky gained a net total of
R-Murray
member.
House
average
the
is
than
luxury
themselves of the
Approxi104,254 jobs from all indusThe Senate banned hiring family members but the House did try sectors. During the 2006
mately
not, even though House members are far more likely to hire
special legislative session, the 375,000 households and 82
their significant others to work for them.
percent of Kentucky homes
Alternative Minimum CalcuObama's inexplicable pro-nepotism vote may have been
have received broadband
lation was adjusted to reduce
cast in sympathy with Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr. (D-111.), whose
access, with the goal of 100
taxes on 70,000 businesses
hiring of his wife. Sandi. to work on his campaign prompted by approximately $45 milpercent availability set for
an FEC ruling allowing the practice. Jackson might be afraid lion, with the corporate rate
2007.
that the Senate action will catalyze a similar reform in the
Education was also one of
being reduced to 6 percent.
House, which could cut way back on his disposable family
A recent result of the pas- the top priorities in last
income.
year's legislative session and
sage of the Kentucky EnviBut whatever the reason for his vote, Obama has
will again be in the upcomronmental Stewardship Act
screwed up. The public will not take kindly to a senator
ing one. The budget enacted
has recruited Toyota Hybrid
who pledged to clean up the political process voting to
in the last session contained
to Georgetown, Ky. The
funds.
campaign
special-interest
allow wives to be hired with
a 2 percent increase in
Environmental
Kentucky
The FEC required, in allowing the practice, that the con- Stewardship Act is a tax
teacher compensation for
tract for the services of the family member contain the lanto attract companies 2007 and an average 8 perincentive
and
guage customarily used between campaign committees
that produce environmentally- cent increase for 2008. The
consultants. The FEC also ruled that any payment to a famibudget also added two
friendly products.
services
the
of
value
market
fair
the
of
excess
in
ly member
instructional days to the
and
2004
January
Between
would be considered to be a "personal use of campaign
school calendar to bring
June 2006. the total
funds."
Kentucky closer in line with
in
investment
announced
payAny
point.
the
missed
has
FEC
But, as usual, the
states and the
surrounding
busimanufacturing
recent
ment from campaign money to a spouse is, in fact, an
rest of the nation.
nesses in Kentucky has
appropriation of campaign funds by the member of Congress
Legislation was also
for his own personal use, however camouflaged or disguised. reached almost $7 billion.
signed last session that will
with well over 38,000 new
The Senate was right to ban the practice and the House
create the Urgent Needs
jobs announced. During the
should follow suit.
School Trust Fund. This fund
2005 legislative year. Kenwill use an allocation of $5
Dick Morris was an adviser to Bill Clinton for 20 years. tucky's total exports reached
million in cash and $50 milup to $14.9 billion in
lion in bonds to assist urgent
exports to foreign countries,
need school systems and to
ranking Kentucky seventh in
fund critical construction
the nation regarding per
needs in some school discapita exports.
tricts. The legislature also
As a result of the Kenapproved a $70 million
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071404(1
tucky State Legislature's
commitment to new technolo- investment in technology for
Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
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A Productive Session

LEtkER&TIMES

school systems to continue to
make Kentucky a national
leader in classroom technologyThe 2006 legislative session proved to be monumental for higher education as
well, with a record $626.7
million in bonds for construction and renovation projects to be used in Kentucky's postsecondary institutions. This was the highest
level of bond projects ever
funded in a legislative budget.
Tough legislation passed
last year has also resulted in
a substantial reduction in
drug and substance abuse
issues, with a 50 percent
reduction in meth labs seized
in Kentucky from the previous year. The new legislation
has not only made it harder
for people to purchase pseudo ephedrine to make meth,
but the legislation also
addressed the issue of children in and around meth
labs.
The Kentucky State Legislature has worked with the
governor in instituting a new
program called "Recovery
Kentucky." The program will
place 10 recovery centers
across the commonwealth.
These centers will assist
Kentuckians who have substance and alcohol abuse
problems.
Legislation was also
passed last session which
strengthens Kentucky's sex
offender laws to better protect children and families.
Another landmark accomplishment of last year's session is the road and bridge
construction/rehabilitation program. More than $760 million was invested in Ken-

tucky's roads during the
2006 legislative session. This
massive road and bndge construction program was the
largest in the history of Kentucky. A
Also, because of the
reduction by almost 1,000 in
the number of employees in
the Transportation Cabinet,
through attrition and retirement, more than $66 million
dollars in funds saved will
be used directly for continuous safety highway projects.
Overall, the legislature's
passage of the recent histom
highway safety measures.
such as the primary seat belt
law, graduated drivers license
and quick clearance of roadways, ultimately will save
lives and make our highways
and roads safer for everyone.
The first bill signed into
law dunng the 2006 legislative session was HB 108.
the enactment of the fetal
homicide legislation. This hill
gives recognition in Kentucky law making violence
against an expectant mother
a two-victim homicide, and
will allow prosecution for
the harm done to both.
Another landmark bill
passed by the legislature last
year. HB 277, allows the
display of historic markers
like the Fraternal Order of
Eagles commemoration of the
Ten Commandments in our
Kentucky State Capitol. This
bill also grants permission
for local governments to post
displays of the commandments in courthouses and
other public buildings.
To contact me about concerns or issues go to
http://melvinhenley.com and
use the "Contact Me" button.
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Comair: Pilots violated cockpit
conversation rule before crash

Freemen L Coilkis
••••

Freainon L. Collins. 95, Benton. died Wednesday, Jan. 17, 2007,
at Bntthaven of Benton. A member of Mt. Cannel United Methodist
Church in Marshall County. he had renred after 30 years of service
at Big Bear Camp. Preceding him in death were his wife, Ortha
Sholar CoIhns, one son, Grady Carmack. two brothers. Doyle
Collins and Gilbert Collins, one sister, Janie Pin, and his parents,
WASHINGTON (AP)- As
they went through preflight
Charlie Collins and Tithe Bridges Collins.
Survivors include one daughter-in-law, Mrs. Sue Carmack, checklists, the pilots of a comBenton; three grandchildren, Mrs. Vickie Travis and husband. muter jet that took off from the
David, Murray, Ricky C'annack, Benton, and Terry Carmack, wrong runway made polite conalexandria, Va.; seven great-grandchildren, Kelley Travis Sullivan. versation, charting about their
Dallas, Texas, Brian Carniack, Mayfield, Amy Travis Pankey, families, their pets and job
Birmingham, Ala., Kristy Carmack and Karen Carmack. both of opportunities.
Benton, and Samuel Carmack and Anna Carmack, both of
The co-pilot mentioned that
Alexandria; several nieces and nephews.
he had four dogs. The captain
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann said his young children had beets
& King Funeral Home. Rev. Mark Earheart and Rev. Bill Lawson sick. The men also discussed
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Cannel Cemetery. colleagues and the airline.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
The only sign something was
(Thursday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Mt. amiss came seconds before the
Carmel United Methodist Church Cemetery Fund or Mt. Cannel jet crashed: The co-pilot glanced
United Methodist Church Building Fund, 1950 Big Bear Hwy., down the dark Lexington, Ky.,
Benton, KY 42025.
airstrip and remarked that it
looked -weird" because it had
Mrs. Robbie Mills Parker
no lights.
Mrs. Robbie Mills Parker, 84, Hardin, died Wednesday'. Jan. 17.
The National Transportation
2007, at 3 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton. Collier Funeral Safety Board released a tranHome. Benton. is in charge of arrangements.
script Wednesday of the cockpit
recording aboard Comair Flight
5191, which struggled to get airMrs. Inez Wanda Harrison
The funeral for Mrs. Inez Wanda Harrison was Monday at II a.m. borne after trying to take off
at Grace Missionary Baptist Church. Rev. Robert Johnson and Rev. from a runway that was too short
Sammy Cunningham officiated. Pallbearers were Todd. Ricky and for a passenger jet. The plane
Brian Harrison. Ryker and Rance Wilson and Jimmy Brown. Burial went down in flames, killing 49
was in the Old Bethel Baptist Church Cemetery with lines-Miller people in the deadliest American
Funeral Horne of Murray in charge of arrangements. Expressions of aviation disaster in five years.
sympathy may be made to the McGuire Cemetery Fund. c/o Dannie
Hours after the papers were
Harrison. 1581 Almo Rd., Almo, KY 42020.
made public, the airline
Mrs. Harrison. 89. Vine Street. Murray. died Friday. Jan. 12. acknowledged that pan of the
2007, at 11:30 p.m. at her home. She was a member of Grace pilots' conversation violated a
Missionary Baptist Church. Her husband. Johnny Edmond Harrison, federal rule against extraneous
two sisters, Clara Cook and Clessie McClain, and her parents. cockpit chatter.
Richard McGuire and Hectic McClain McGuire, all preceded her in
The tnuiscnpt revealed that
death.
the flight crew "did not follow
Survivors include one son. Dannie Harrison and wife, Jackie Sue, Comair's general cockpit proceAlmo; one daughter, Brenda Harrison and husband, Jackie Frank, dures." Comair spokeswoman
Hazel: two brothers. Lindy McGuire and wife. Amelia, Huntington. Kate Marx said. "It is unclear
Tenn.. and C.H. McGuire and wife. Betty. South Fulton, Tenn.; five what role, if any, this played in
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
the accident, so it would be premature to determine that.'
In 1981. the Federal Aviation
Administration adopted a socalled "sterile cockpit rule" that
Mrs. Martha Nene Ellis
forbids, among other things,
The funeral for Mrs. Martha Nell Ellis will be Friday at II a.m. extraneous conversation during
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith and taxi, takeotT and landing.
Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Music will be by Oneida White.
As the pilots went through
Pallbearers wit be Jim Erwin, Keith Stark, Joe Hall Stark. preflight procedures. Capt.
Darrell Clark, Hazel Lee Boyd, Charlie Jeffrey Clay talked about his
Robertson and Dan McNutt. active, John Lax. young children having colds,
Joe Fridy, Lance Allison. Jackie Butterworth, Dr. and co-pilot James Polehinke
Conrad Jones. Harold Doran. H. Glenn Doran. discussed his four dogs. The two
Charles Coleman, Charles B. Stark and Joe men also talked about pay and
Bolin. honorary. Burial will follow in the South working conditions, even as the
Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at controller occasionally interthe funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today rupted to provide instructions.
(Thursday). Expressions of sympathy may be
"How old are they?"
made to First United Methodist Church, 503 Polehinke asked six minutes
Maple St., Murray. KY 42071 or to South before the crash.
Ellis
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. 5671
?Three months and two years
Crossland Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.
old," Clay answered.
Mrs. Ellis. 86. Murray, died Tuesday. Jan. 16.2007, at 5:15 a.m.
"That's a nice range, age
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A 1938 graduate of Lynn range," Polehinke said.
Grove High School and a 1941 graduate of the college of home ecoMarx said Comair does not
nomics at the University of Kentucky, she started her first teaching believe those statements violatposition as history teacher at Salem High School and later became a ed
the rule because they were
chemist in Paducah. Her next teaching position was at Purvis. Miss., made
prior to the aircraft beginwhile her husband. Harvey Ellis. was in military training and at
ning to taxi. But a later converHazel High School while her husband was overseas during World
sation about a fellow pilot was a
War II. She continued her teaching profession at Faxon Elementary'
violation, she said.
School for 18 1/2 years, retiring in 1971.
FAA spokeswoman Laura
She was a member of First United Methodist Church. Murray.
Brown said the sterile cockpit
She enjoyed traveling. cooking. flowers and spending time with her
policy prohibits "engaging in
family. Her kindness and caring nature will be greatly missed by her
non-essential
conversations
family and friends. Born March 25, 1920, in Calloway County. she
within the cockpit."
was the daughter of the late Dumas Stark and Fiona Clark Stark.
Peter Goetz, former managOne brother, Tommy Stark, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Harvey Ellis. to whom she was ing director at NTSB. said a litmarried Sept. 3. 1938. in Union City. Tenn.; one daughter. Mrs.
Vicki Hargrove and husband. Clayton, Minneapolis, Minn.; one
grandson. Brian Shell and wife. Francine. and one great-grandson.
Parker Ellis Shell, all of Huntington Beach, Calif.; one stepgranddaughter. Hope Hargrove, San Antonio, Texas; sisters-in-law, Polly
Erwin and Viva Ellis. Murray: nieces, Mary Lawson and Jo Reeder.
Murray; nephews, Keith Stark and wife. Greta. Paducah. and Jim
Erwin and wife. Sherrie. Murray.
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Joe W. Smith
The funeral for Joe W. Smith will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Bro. Brian
Oakes will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
today (Thursday).
Mr. Smith, 84, Minerva Street. Murray, died
Monday. Jan. IS. 2007. at 12:50 p.m. at his home.
Founder of Joe Smith Carpet. Murray. he was an
Anny veteran of World War II and served as past
commander of the Murray Chapter of Disabled American Veterans.
He was a member of Twin Lakes Antique Car Club and Bethel
Missionary Baptist Church, Huntington, Tenn.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Kathleen Smith, one son,
Larry Dale Smith, one brother, Donald Smith, and one sister, Nell
Rich. Born June 29, 1922, he was the son of the late Wayne Smith
and Virgie Reynolds Smith.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Joetta Dinsmore and husband, Mike. Palmyra, Tenn.; one son. Steve Smith and wife, Cathy.
Corinth. Miss.: two stepsons. Gary Nance and Hal Nance and wife.
Janie, all of Murray; two brothers. Carl Smith and wife, Joyce.
McKenzie, Tenn., and Warren Smith and wife, Ann. Huntington:
two sisters, Mrs. Kathy Woolums and husband. Bill. Huntington.
and Mrs. Ann Bennett and wife. Gail. Belvedere, Ill.; six grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren. 21 nieces and nephews.

AP
The tail of Comair Flight 5191 lies among trees at left after the plane crashed in a heed during
take oft less then a mile from the runway at the Blue Grass Airport in Lexington. Ky.. in this
Sunday. Aug. 27, 2006 file photo. Questions about Comair Flight 5191 could be answered
soon. The National Transportation Safety Board opened the public docket on the crash that
killed 49 of 50 people on board Wednesday.
tle extraneous conversation
among pilots is not unusual. but
the extent of the chatter between
the Comair crew was rare.
"I think that when the human
factors experts at the NTSB analyze the transcripts. they will
identify this extraneous conversation as a contributing factor,"
Goetz said.
Polehinke was the lone survivor of the Aug. 27 crash, losing a leg and suffering brain
damage. He has told relatives he
remembers nothing about that
morning.
According to federal investigators. Clay taxied the plane
onto the wrong runway at
Lexington's Blue Grass Airport
before Polehinke took over the
controls for takeoff.
Polehinke said: "I'll take us
to Atlanta." Clay responded,
"Sure."
Polehinke said the runway
looked "weird with no lights,"
according to the transcript. The
captain responded. "Yeah." The
last intelligible word on the
recording is the captain saying
"Whoa" just a second before
impact.
An engineering report also
released Wednesday concluded
the pilots never tried to abort the
takeoff or realized they were on
the wrong runway.
Sixteen of the passengers suffered smoke inhalation, indicating they survived the initial
impact. the NTSB said. Other
passengers sustained internal
and brain injuries, broken bones,
severed limbs and burns.
In a statement. Comair said:
"We recognize the investigation
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is a long and difficult process for
the families, especially when
announcements - such as
today's- receive intense public
scrutiny. Our desire is to learn as
much as we can in order to prevent these kinds of accidents
from happening again."
Numerous lawsuits have
been filed accusing Comair of
negligence. However, the airline
has sued the airport and the
FAA, contending they are partially responsible.
A week before the crash, the
taxiways at Blue Grass were
altered as part of a construction
project, but the maps and charts
used in the cockpits of Comair
and other airlines were not
updated. The FAA did notify airlines of the changes through a
separate announcement.
The transcnpts and other
documents were also the first
time federal officials identified
Christopher Damron as the lone
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air traffic controller on duty in
the lower at the time of the
crash.
The jet was
)Sted to take
off from the 7.(9.foot main
runway, called runway 22. hut
instead used 3.500-foot runway
26. which is meant only for
smaller planes
The NTSB has said Damrorf
cleared the jet for takeoff. then
turned away to do administrative work and did not see the
plane turn down the %rung run
way.
According to documents
released Wednesday. Damron
initially told investigators he
watched the plane mos e onto
runway 22. Later he changed his
account to explain he 'US( sass it
on the taxiway leading to rtm-way 22.
After finishing his administrative work. Danuon "heard a
crash and saw a fireball west ot
the airport.- the NTSB said
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COMMUNITY
Pet First Aid Course scheduled
at Calloway Public Library

Cnyagemen/

:_nniuersary

Pet First Aid, sponsored by the Humane
Society of Calloway County and the American Read Cross, will be Saturday from
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The $30 fee includes a
Pet First Aid Handbook, supplies and certificate of completion.
Pre-registration is required at the Red
Cross office at 607 Poplar St., with deadline today I Thursday Checks should be
made to the American Red Cross. All participants need to bring a stuffed animal,
Datebook preferably a dog or cat, for a demonstraBy Jo Burkeen
tion purposes. For information call 753Community
1421 or 759-1884.
Editor

Free throw event on Saturday
Murray Council #6897 of the Knights of Columbus will
host the 2007 Free Throw Shooting Championship for all boys
and girls, ages 10-14, on Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St. Boys and girls can
stop at the center anytime between the hours to shoot their
free throws. After points are totaled, winners from each age
group will be notified and award plaques for each group will
be given later. Local winners can advance to district. state,
national and international events. For information call Kevin
D'Angelo at 293-7061 or Mark Kennedy at 752-3333.

Alpha Department will meet

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Walker

Reinhardt and Johnson

Mark and Alice Reinhardt of Almo announce the engageMr. and Mrs. James H. Walker of Murray will celebrate
ment and approaching marriage of their daughter, Come Reintheir 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Jan. 20, 2007.
They were married Jan. 20. 1957, at United Methodist hardt, to Joey Johnson, son of Nick Johnson and Mrs. Karen
Church in Shawnee Town, Ill., with Rev. Edward Minnor offi- Younger, both of Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a resident of Almo and owns and operciating. Their attendants were Sue and Curt Belt, sister and
ates 59th Street Photo.
brother-in-law of the groom.
The groom-elect is a resident of Murray and is pursuing a
Mrs. Walker, the former Lillie F. Rawhoof, is the daughter
degree in nursing at Murray State University.
of the late Carl and Ethel Rawhoof of Providence.
They both are members of Christian Community Church in
Mr. Walker is the son of the late Chester and Reba Walker of Providence. He is retired from Murray Electric System. Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 10, 2007, at EastTheir two children are Jean Bazzell and husband, Garrett.
wood Baptist Church. Christian Community Church pastor Jim
Almo, and Kathy Underhill and husband, Tony, Dexter.
Their grandchildren are Tony Underhill Jr. and wife. Kim- Stuart will officiate.
Invitations will be sent.
berly, and Harlan Underhill and wife. Betty, all of Almo.
Their six great-grandchildren are Amber, Kelly, Meagan,
Lacey. Makenzie and AJ Underhill.

CCHS speech team takes
Disaster services training 2nd at Tilghman tourney

to be offered by Red Cross
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross is
offering disaster services training on Jan. 25 beginning at 1
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health
& Wellness.
The course being offered is
"Fulfilling Our Mission: Translating Your Compassion into
Community Action." The purpose of this course is to introduce disaster volunteers and
other local agencies to the role
of the Red Cross in the community's actions in preparing
for, responding to, and recovering from emergencies and
disasters.
This is a new basic disaster course and is strongly recommended for all disaster vol-

unteers. It is a pre-requisite
for several other courses,
including "Client Casework."
There are no pre-requisites
for this class, but "Introduction to Disaster" is recommended. "Introduction to Disaster- is available online at
www.redcross.org.
The training is free to anyone interested and training
materials will be provided.
Those interested in the
course, must pre-register by
calling the Calloway County
Chapter at 753-1421 or e-mailing to callowayredcross@murray-ky.net. Also contact the
chapter for more information
on disaster services or how to
become a Red Cross volunteer.
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72 years after my father founded Overbey
Law Firm, and after 45 years of law practice, I have decided to retire from the active
practice oflaw
My clients may pick up theirfiles at Overbey
& Adams, 291 Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky. William C. Adams, 111 (Chip
Adams) will continue the practice of law as
Overbey & Adams and will maintain his
office at 291 Main Si..
Murray, Kentucky.
1 appreciate the opportunity to have served
my clients over the last
45 years.
I remain respec0411y
yours,
Wm. Donald Overbey

The Calloway County High include: Landon Cain, Nathan
Underhill,
Arista
School Speech Team placed sec- Erwin,
ond at the Paducah Tilghman Danielle Pritchett, Elizabeth
Tornado Alley Speech Tourna- Hillman, and April Mitchell.
Graves County took first
ment this past weekend with
128 sweepstakes points. Stu- place with 282 sweepstakes
dents placed for CCHS in the points and Murray came in
following categories: Ashley third with 96 points.
The CCHS Speech Team also
Winkler, 2nd and Allyson Miller
4th, Extemporaneous Speaking; placed 10th at the Henry Clay
Shy Underhill, 1st and Austin "Speak of the Devil" Classic
Ramsey. 2nd, Humorous Inter- in Lexington, Kentucky Janupretation; Ashley Winkler, 2nd ary 6th. Students placing for
and Allyson Miller, 6th, Calloway included: Karson
Impromptu Speaking; Holly Crass and Austin Ramsey, 5th
Christensen & Shy Underhill, and Will Blackford and Seth
2nd and Karson Crass & Austin Fortenbery, 6th in ImprovisaRamsey, Improvisational Duo; tional Duo.
This weekend, the Calloway
Seth Fortenbery, 4th and Will
Blackford, 5th, Original Ora- County Speech Team travels
tory; Emily Alton, 2nd, Poet- to Louisville for the Rocket
ry; Karson Crass, 5th, Prose; Invitational Tournament at
and Austin Ramsey, 1st, Sto- Assumption High School. The
rytelling. Other teams mem- team is coached by Michael
hers contributing to the effort Robinson.

Land Between the Lakes
plans weekly programs
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between the Lakes has
activities planned for the coming week.
The Homeplace Living History Farm, Nature Station,
Golden Pond Planetarium, and
Hillman Ferry, Energy Lake
and Piney Campground are all
closed for the winter and will
reopen on March 1. The Elk
& Bison Prairie, Wranglers
Campground, Turkey Bay OHV
Area and several small camp-

ing areas are open year-round.
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is $3
per car.
"Day with Eagles Van Tour"
will be tat the Nature Station
from 1 to 4 p.m. with the
cost being $5 and $7 and reservations are limited. Reservations and full deposits required
by calling l-270-924--2020.
For more information call
toll free at 1-800-LBL-7077.

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at 9 a.m. at the club house. Chair Trish Barton has
asked members to please come at 9 a.m. for this meeting
which will be devoted to judging school students' poetry and
short story contest entries. Brunch will be served. Hostesses
will be Effie Kemp and Sandra Whittenberg.

Microchipping clinic on Saturday
The Humane Society of Calloway County will have a microchipping clinic Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Ors.cheln's in
Murray. This is an opportunity for pet owners to provide a
permanent way of identifying their dog or cat by implanting
a grain of rice sized microchip under the dog's skin. Cost of
microchip and registration is $10 and custom tags will be
available for $2. Free pet photos will be taken for the Lost
Pet Registry. For more information contact the society at 7591884 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Thursday.

Russell Chapel plans promotion
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have a rebate
day today at Breaktime Billiards, 2938 Ky. 94 East. Murray.
Customers are asked to tell your waiter or waitress to label
your order as "Russell Chapel."

Glory Bound event on Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, located at 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured this week will be Janice Schecter. Gloria Crews,
and Life Line Quartet. There is no admission charge, but items
for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

DES schedules picture day
Ronnie Burkeen, chief of Murray-Calloway DES Rescue
Squad, has announced that another day has been scheduled for
the photographer to be at the DES headquarters from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Saturday. This is to accommodate many of those
who made donations to have their pictures taken in appreciation of their contribution for the DES squad.

Twin Lakes car club will meet
Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of American will have its monthly dinner meeting tonight at 6 at Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with
an interest in antique automobiles and visitors are always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet tonight at 7 at the Hazel
Community Center with Sharon Ray and Marla Thompson as
hostesses.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet today
at 5:30 in the classroom of Murray-Callloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. The program will be presented by Aaron Perkins, MCCH pharmacist. For information
contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The
meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Volleyball boosters will meet
Calloway County High School Volleyball Boosters will meet
tonight at 6 at Mr. Gatti's.

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Rlapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist

fi%\\Physician's Hearing Center
//) Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E

Do You Fool Like a Giant Pincushion?
Experiencing PAIN after SHINGLES?
If you are age 18 or older and suffered from shingles more
than 3 months ago, you may be eligible to
participate in a clinical research study. A doctor in your
area is currently conducting a study on Postherpetic
Neuralgia (pain that persists after
shingles). Study related procedures, physical exams and
study medication will be available to you at no cost.
For more information please email:

Clinical Neuroscience Associates, Inc.

300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

Email: cnsresearch(Obellsouth.net
Or visit our web site: www.jonmgustafsonmd.com
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What's better than soup?
1 can always remember
;hose cold winter days and
;he smell of soup on Grandma's stove.
Or being
outside
sledding
and coming
into a hot
cup of
soup. My
family has
put together some of
Tried & True our favorite
Recipes soup
By Mr Mom
recipes for
Mark Anderson your family. The
children always love helping
make soup by peeling and
helping cut the vegetables.
My oldest does not always
like to have meat so I have
added her Italian Bread soup
tor your pleasure. Remember
the some of our best times
ire in the kitchen.
Molly's Italian
Bread Soup
Ingredients
— 8 oz. Italian Bread
tfocaccial cut into 3/4 inch
cubes (about four cups)
— 2 1/2 cups zucchini
ttr yellow summer squash (or
mixture of both)
— 3/4 cup chopped
green pepper
— 1/2 cup chopped
onion
— 1 tablespoon olive oil
— 1 - 14 oz cans of
diced tomatoes with basil,
oregano, and garlic (drained)
— 2 - 14 oz can of
chicken broth, or 3 1/2 cups
chicken soup stock
— J cup finely shedded
parmesan cheese
Started by placing the
bread cubes on a ungreased
baking sheet and bake for
10 - 12 minutes at 375
degrees. Then in a large
Dutch Oven add heated olive
oil and cook zucchini (or
squash) sweet pepper. onion
for about five minutes or
until ingredients are tender.
Stir in stock and tomatoes
and bring to boil. Reduce
heat, and simmer uncovered
for five minutes. Place a
ladle in a bowl, top with
bread cubes and Parmesan
cheese. This will make about
5-6 servings.
Grandma Lois's
Potato Soup
Ingredients
— 3 medium potatoes
peeled and cubed ( or one
hag of frozen hash brown
potatoes)
— 1 1/2 cups chicken
broth
1/2 cups chopped
onion
— 1/2 cup chopped celery
— 1/2 cup sliced carrots
— 1 clove garlic minced
— 1 tbsp snipped fresh
thyme ( or 1/2 tsp dried
thyme)
— 2 cups whipping or
heavy cream
— pinch of salt and fresh
ground pepper
In a Dutch oven add 1
tsp olive oil and when heated add onion, celery, and
carrots. Once onions are
clear add broth and potatoes,
garlic, thyme. salt and pepper.
Bring to boil, reduce heat,
cover and simmer for 20 -25
minutes or until potatoes are
tender. Uncover and take a
cup and place in a blender
or food processor and blend,
place back into Dutch oven
and add cream. Simmer for
10 -15 minutes uncovered.

.2'nnouncemen/
Avery Rylyn
Vanover
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Vanover
of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, Avery Rylyn
'flanover, born on Saturday, Jan.
6, 2007. at 7:29 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
13 ounces and measured 19
biches. The mother is the forter Courtney Adams. A sister
is Lily, 4.
Grandparents are Bill and
Oenevieve Adams and Richard
Ind June Vanover, all of Mur-

An added touch that Mom
adds is crumbled bacon,
cheddar cheese and fresh
chopped green onion.
Makes four to five servings and can be stored for
three days in the
refrigerator.
(;randpa Mike's
Chuncky Minestrone Soup
Ingredients
— I Tbsp olive oil
— 1 1/2 cups chopped
onion
— 1 medium carrot thinly
sliced ( about 3/4 cup)
— 2 cloves garlic minced
— 3 cups chicken broth
— 2 14 112 oz can diced
tomatoes undrained
— 3/4 cup water
— 1/2 cup long grain
flee
— 1 tsp driet1 Italian seasoning rubbed or crushed
— 4 cups shredded fresh
spinach
— 1 can navy beans
I medium zucchini

cubed
— 1/4 tsp fresh ground
pepper
— 1 1T2 cup grated
Parmesan Cheese
In a Dutch oven heat oil
over medium heat. Cook
onion, carrot and garlic in
oil for about 3 minutes until
onion is tender. Stir in
broth, tomatoes, water, nce
and Italian season. Bring to
boil, reduce heat, and simmer for 20 minutes or until
nce is tender. Stir in
spinach, beans. zucchini and
pepper. Cook covered for 5
minutes and add cheese.
Makes about 5 -6 servings.
It is all great when the
outside gets cold, and as my
oldest daughter said "it's a
keeper!" Remember if you
would like to see a recipe
or for us to try one write
Mr. Mom at Murray Ledger
& Times. Please stay warm
and don't forget your outdoor
pets!

Photo provotiosci

STUDIO VISIT: Calloway County High School Laker P.R I D E students recently toured the
WPSD-TV station, Paducah, as a career opportunity. Pictured, from lett, front row. are
Kelsey Schroeder, Katie Rider, Frosty Reynolds, Steven MOT. Chanty Craig. Utah Shuns,
Katrina Lowe, Nick Anderson, back row. Jon Jones, Casey Nelson, Chns Wolfe, Kenny
Flener, Billie Duncan, Casey Rogers, Kim Story, Travis Shelton. Chynna Lewis, Amberly
Strode, Jamie McDowell and Aaron Scarborough
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Great-grandparents are Lorraine Adams of Murray and
Mary Ballance of Wolf Lake.
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Student loan interest rate cuts get OK
WASHINGION (API — The
Democratic-controlled House
voted overwhelmingly to cut
interest rates on need-based student loans Wednesday, steadily
whittling its list of early legislative prionties.
The strong bipartisan vote in
the House came as a dispute
between
and
Republicans
'Democrats in the Senate
derailed ethics and lobbying
reform that the new Democratic
majority had made their first
legislative initiative.
The
House
legislation,
passed 356-71, would slice rates
on the subsidized loans from 6.8
percent to 3.4 percent in stages
over five years at a cost to taxpayers of $6 billion. About 5.5
million students get the loans
each year.
Though clearly popular, the
legislation sparked a debate over
where to set the nation's education priorities — helping college
graduates pay off their debts or
expanding federal grants for
low-income students.
Democrats
conceded
Congress needs to do more to
make college more affordable.
But they said reducing student
loan rates was a significant step
toward tuition relief.
"Many young people find
themselves where I was when I
was at age 18, wondering what
they will do with their lives,"
said Rep. Linda Sanchez, DCalif., a daughter of immigrants
who is still paying off her student loans. "To those students,
especially those whose parents
didn't go to college, the prospect
of student loan debt is frightening."
The Bush administration
opposes the bill and Senate
Democrats plan to bring up a
more comprehensive bill that
could complicate its prospects.
The House bill aims to
reduce the $6 billion cost by
reducing the government's guaranteed return to lenders that
make student loans, cutting back
the amount the government pays
for defaulted loans and requiring
banks to pay more in fees.
Lending institutions opposed the
bill.
"A strategy of raiding a
financial aid program to fund
modest proposals is inadequate
to the challenge," said Kevin
Bruns, executive director of the
America's
Student
Loan
Providers, a group that represents leading lenders.
While
the
legislation

Deadly
radio stunt
investigated
SACRAMENTO,
(AP) — Homicide detectives
are investigating the death of a
woman believed to have been
killed by drinking too much
water in a radio station contest.
On a tape of the Jan. 12
show, disc jockeys on KDNDFM's "Morning Rave" joke
about the possible dangers of
consuming too much water, at
one point alluding to a college
student who died during such a
stunt in 2005.
A listener called the show to
warn the DJs that the stunt was
dangerous and that someone
could die.
"Yeah, we're aware of that,"
one of them said.
Another DJ laughed: "Yeah,
they signed releases, so we're
not responsible. We're OK."
"And if they get to the point
where they have to throw up,
then they're going to throw up,
and they're out of the contest
before they die, so that's good,
right?" another one said. •
The Sacramento County
Sheriff's Department decided to
pursue
the
investigation
Wednesday after listening to the
tape.
obtained
by
The
Sacramento Bee newspaper,
sheriff's spokesman Sgt. Tim
Curran said.
Jennifer Lea Strange, a 28year-old mother of three, was
one of about 18 contestants who
cried to win a Nintendo Wii
gaming console by determining
how much water they could
drink without going to the bathroom. The show's Ws called
the contest "Hold your Wee for
a Wii."
Strange participated in the
contest during the morning in
the studio and was found dead
that afternoon. The county coroner said preliminary autopsy
findings indicate she died of
water intoxication. Other contestants said Strange may have
ingested as much as two gallons
of water. Several hours into the
contest. Strange was interviewed on the air and complained that her head hurt.

matched the Democrats' pledge
to pass student loan measure in
the first 100 hours of legislative
action by the new Congress, it
fell short of their broader goal of
lowering interest rates for parents who take out college loans
for their children. During the
2006 congressional campaigns,
Democrats also said they wanted to increase the maximum Pell
grant award from $4,050 to
$5,100. Pell grants go only to
the neediest students and do not
have to be paid back.
"We want to increase the Pell

grant," said Rep. George Miller,
D-Calif., chairman of the
Education
and
Labor
Committee."We hope to be able
to enlarge the tax deductions for
parents paying for tuition and
the cost of college beyond that."
"So, yes, in this 100 hours,
this is what we can do," be
added. 'This is what's affordable."
Republicans argued that
Democrats had chosen a politically expedient way to make
good on a campaign promise
instead of finding ways to

Loan rate cuts would help millions
ha the 6 8 percent interest
The house passed cin rutdtIve k u1
rate of some I letio-basecl teOefel student 10CifIS CAW live years

increase federal college grants
to help the poor meet rising college tuition.
"It is a whoop-de-doo bill,"
said Rep. Rob Bishop, R-Utah.
"But to be honest, what it does
for my kids in college is nothing. What it does for the friends
of my kids in college is nothing.
What it does for the students I
taught in high school and are
still in college is basically nothing when it could have done so
much more."
Still, 124 Republicans voted
for the bill.
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NFL CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Looking Sup&
AP:

AP
Los Angeles Lakers guard Kobe Bryant is defended by San Antonio
Spurs forward Bruce Bowen (12) during the first quarter of their NBA basketball game in San Antonio Wednesday night. For more, please see
page 2B.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

Cruise Control
FOURTH-RANKED TAR HEELS
BLAST No. 19 CLEMSON BY 22
By The Associated Press
Clemson's first losing streak of the
teason could be attributed to bad timing.
The Tigers' first game after their
first loss was against a team that no
intention of losing its second straight,
tither.
North Carolina. playing for the first
time since losing its No. 1 ranking,
beat Clemson 77-55 on Wednesday
night, the Tigers' second straight loss
after starting the season with 17 consecutive wins.
Freshman Brandan Wright had 17
points on 8-of-10 shooting for the
fourth-ranked Tar Heels (16-2, 3-1
Atlantic Coast Conference), who lost
94-88 at Virginia Tech last Saturday.
-That's not the type of team that we
are," Wright said referring to the loss
to the Hokies that snapped a 13-game
Winning streak and ended the Tar
Heels' stay at No. 1 at one week."We
wanted to show who we were. We put
that behind us and took it to the next
game."
Unfortunately for the Tigers (17-2,
3-2), who were the last unbeaten team
In Division I until losing 92-87 at
Maryland on Saturday, they were that
!text game.
"We wanted to come back and
twitince back strong," said Tyler
Hansbrough, who had 16 points for
yisiting North Carolina. "Nothing's
going to take away that Virginia Tech
feeling, but this is supposed to be the
way we feel."
Four other ranked teams lost
Wednesday: Vanderbilt beat No. 10
Alabama 94-73; Villanova defeated
No. 20 Notre Dame 102-87; Auburn
downed No. 22 Tennessee 83-80; and
Florida State beat No. 23 Virginia
Tech 82-73.
In other games involving ranked
teams, it was: No. 2 Wisconsin 69,
Purdue 64; No. 7 Ohio State 73,
Northwestern 41; No. 16 LSU 62,
Mississippi 55; and No. 18 Butler 67,
Youngstown State 39.
Wright, who leads the ACC in
field-goal percentage, was just 1 -of-8
from the field in the loss to Virginia
Tech. He had three inside baskets as
North Carolina closed the opening
half against Clemson with a 20-9 run
that made it 44-31.
• James Mays and Cliff Hanunonds
both had 15 points for the Tigers.
K.C. Rivers, Clemson's leading
scorer, was held to four points, nearly
12 below his average.
No. 2 Wisconsin 69,Purdue 64
Michael Flowers scored 15 points
for the Badgers (18-1, 4-0 Big Ten),
who overcame poor shooting (3-for17 from 3-point range) to win their
14th straight.
Gordon Watt had 18 points for the
Boilermakers (13-6. 2-3).
No.7 Ohio St. 73,
Northwestern 41
, Mike Conley Jr. had a career-high
/7 points and fellow point guard
lamar Butler added 16 points for the
Buckeyes (15-3, 3-1 Big Ten), who
won their 14th straight over
Northwestern.
' Conley also had 10 assists.
, Craig Moore had 11 points for the
Wildcats (10-8, 0-5), who have not
won in Columbus since Feb. 24, 1977
— a string of 24 consecutive losses.
Vanderbilt 94.
No. 10 Alabama 73

AP

Indianapolis Colts quarterback Peyton Manning signals at the line of scnmmage dunng the AFC divisional playoff
football game against the Baltimore Ravens in Baltimore last Saturday. The quarterback with all that talent and all
that potential gets yet another chance Sunday to take the Indianapolis Colts to the Super Bowl.

AGAIN, MANNING 1 WIN FROM A SUPER BOVVL
AP

North Carolina's Brandon Wright
(34) shoots over Clemson's K.C.
Rivers (1) during the first half
Wednesday at Littlejohn Coliseum
in Clemson, S.C.
Shan Foster scored 27 points for
the
Commodores (12-6,
2-2
Southeastern Conference), who had a
season-high 15 3-pointers and shot 58
percent in their second win over a
ranked team in eight days. They beat
then-No. 16 Tennessee 82-81 on Jan.
10,
No. 16 ISU 62, Mississippi 55
Tasmin Mitchell scored 19 points,
Terry Martin added 15 and both hit a
3-pointer in the clinching second-half
run for the Tigers (13-4, 2-1 SEC).
Clarence Sanders paced the visiting
Rebels (12-6, 1-3) with 12 points.
No. 18 Butler 67,
Youngstown St. 39
Pete Campbell went 5-for-5 on 3s
and scored a season-high 17 points for
the Bulldogs (162, 4-1 Horizon
League), who were 14-for-24 from 3point range and extended their home
winning streak to 18 games.
Keston Roberts had 11 points for
the Penguins (8-11. 3-4).
Villanova 102,
No. 20 Notre Dame 87
Freshman Scottie Reynolds scored
27 points, Curtis Sumpter had 21 and
Dante Cunningham added 19 for the
Wildcats (12-5, 2-3 Big East).
Russell Carter hit six 3-pointers
and scored 26 points for the Irish (153, 3-2), who were playing in the
Pavilion for the first time since 1996.
Notre Dame lost for only the second
time in its last 16 games.
Auburn 83, No. 22 Tennessee 80
Quan Pmwell scored 19 of his 21
points in the second half, including
four free throws in the final 22 seconds, for the Tigers (12-7. 2-2 SEC),
who trailed 66-52 midway through the
second half.
The first two of the free throws
came after a technical foul was
assessed to Tennessee coach Bruce
Pearl with his team trailing by two
points.
Chris Lofton had 22 points for the
visiting Volunteers (13-5, 1-2). who
had lost their last two games by a combined three points on shots in the final
seconds

INDIANAPOLIS(AP)The debate will rage for as
long as footballs fill the air
on Sundays.
Can an NFL quarterback
truly be defined as "great" if
he has never won a championship?
It's a debate Peyton
Manning no longer wants to
be a part of. and the next step
toward extracting himself
from it comes Sunday, when
the Indianapolis Colts play
the New England Patriots
with a trip to the Super Bowl
on the line.
Heading into the AFC
game.
championship
Manning is clearly The
Greatest Quarterback to

Never Make a Super Bowl.
His coach and teammates
hate that it always seems to
come to this.
"It's totally unfair to
him," tight end Dallas Clark
said. "He has his job to do
and he can't do anything
else. It's sad, but that's why
you guys do what you do. He
handles it great. He's a professional."
Manning was not available
for
interviews
Wednesday. The Colts chose
to delay his availability until
Friday, when he'll undoubtedly offer the candid, introspective, realistic thoughts
on the subject that he has
repeated many times over his

nine years in the NFL.
It's a career filled with
records, Pro Bowls. MVP
awards. But he is 5-6 in the
playoffs with an 0-2 record
against New England's Torn
Brady. the less-spectacular
quarterback who has always
been best when the stakes
have been the highest. Brady
is 12-1 in the playoffs with
three Super Bowl rings.
Brady entered the league
as a backup, a sixth-round
draft pick in 2000— the kind
of player who comes with no
hype
or
expectations.
Manning was the first pick of
the 1998 draft — the kind of
player who has "legacy"
attached to his name before

PLAYOFFS
Conference Championships
Sunday. Jan 21
NFC
New Oneans at Chicago 2 p rr
FOX
AFC
New England at IndianapolisS 30
pm (CBS)
SWIM Bowl
Sunday. Feb
Weft
AFC Champion vs NFC Champion
5 p m lCBS)

he takes a snap.
"I don't know that he'll be
judged against Tom Brady."
Colts coach Tony Dungy
said. "But every quarterback
•See AFC,28

Doing double duty
BEARS' SUCCESS MAY
HINGE ON JONES, BENSON
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) — Their lockers are
close, although anyone could be forgiven for assuming
there's a fairly large gap in the relationship between
Thomas Jones and Cedric Benson.
It seems that way at times, even though Jones wanted to put that thought to rest Wednesday.
"As far as I'm concerned," he said. "all the running
backs have a great relationship."
The Chicago Bears would reach the Super Bowl for
the first time in 21 years with a win over New Orleans
on Sunday. And their chances may hinge on how well
Jones and Benson perform.
The two are rarely seen talking, let alone engaging
in the usual locker room banter. They've acknowledged their relationship is professional, and Benson
has made it clear he wants Jones'job.
"I know what I'm capable of," Benson said. "The
Bears know what I'm capable of. If this is the way they
want to go about trying to win the big show. I'm all for
it
For now, that means Jones remains the No. I running back and Benson the pnmary backup. And, it
means coexisting.
Jones ran for 66 yards and two touchdowns as the
Bears heat Seattle 27-24 in overtime last week after a
first-round playoff bye. And Benson contributed 45
IN See NFC, 28

Chicago Bears running back Thomas Jones (20) high-steps
into the end zone for a 7-yard touchdown run cltiring the second quarter of the NFC divisional playoff football game
against the Seattle Seahawks in Chicago last Sunday
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KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
Wednesday's scores
By Th. Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
Boys Beaketbell
Lou Ballard 92, Lou. Fern Creek 78
Lou F amisie 68. Lou. Shawnee 52
Lou Male 58. Lou, Iroquois 55
Pans 54, Burgin 11 Girls hasiumboil
Uoyd Memorial 82. Campbell Co 60
Lou Fairdate 86, Lou Shawnee 30
Lou Fern Creek 63 Ballard Memorial
53
Lou
56
Heart
Sacred
Lou
Presentation 46
North Laurel 64, Model 33
Scott Co 79, Los Bryan Station 28
VVhdesvoile Tnnoty 67, Dawns Co 66
8th Region Tournament

WINNERS ANNOUNCED: Winners of the 2006 Fall Breaktime Billiards BCA league are pictured with their trophies.
Pictured are (front row, from left) Nicole Gallimore, Zack Pooler, Billy Bazzell, Geneva Brockwell , Debbie Stom, (back
row) Mike Rogers, James Fielder. Jesse Boggess and Chuck Harrell.

Breaktime announces winners
Staff Report
The team of Derek Nance, Zack Pooler and Brandon
Underhill were the top finishers in the 2006 Fall Breaktime
Billiards BCA league.
The trio claimed first place in the overall league standings and
finished third in the final tournament.
Finishing second in both the league standings and in the tournament was the team of James Fielder, Mike Rogers and Nicole

Gallimore.
Underill and Gallimore tied for the Most Improved Player
award, while Fielder took the High Shooter award with an average of 10.5.
The team of Jesse Boggess, Troy Parker and Jeremy Gustin
finished third overall. Taking first place in the tournament were
Deb Stom, Chuck Harrell, Billy Bazzell and Geneva Brockwell.
Winter league action is scheduled to start this month.
Interested persons should contact Mick Stom at 759-9303.

AUSTRALIA OPEN

NBA ROUNDUP

Blake's beard going strong

Suns win
without their
best; Spurs
not winning
enough

MELBOURNE, Australia
(AP) — James Blake hopes his
beard is big and bushy by the end
of next week.
The superstitious Blake, who
doesn't shave as long as he's still
alive in a tournament, advanced
to the third round of the
Australian Open by beating hitting partner Alex Kuznetsov 6-4,
6-1, 6-2 Thursday.
Now he faces another buddy,
Robby Ginepri, who beat German
qualifier Mischa Zverev 6-4, 7-5,
6-I.
Two other friends — Kim
Clijsters and Martina Hingis —
raced to see who could finish
their match first and took another
step toward a possible quarterfinals showdown.
Neither of them was as fast as
Maria Sharapova. The top
women's seed, who endured three

•NFC
From Page 1B
yards on 12 carries.
"I've always been a team
player, and I'll always be a team
player," said Jones, who rushed
for 1,210 yards during the regular season. "Cedric has come in
and done some really good
things. He's made some big
plays for us and he's helped us
win football garnes. ... I feel like
I'm a leader of the running back
group. and I want to definitely
lead by example, whether it's in
the meeting room or on the football field."
Jones was stuck on bad teams
in Arizona his first three years in
the league and spent the 2003
season with a Tampa Bay team
that went 7-9, before moving to
Chicago. But the Bears have
gotten better in each of his three
seasons.
They went from 5-11 in 2004
to 11-5, an NFC North championship and a playoff loss to
Carolina last season. And they
were 13-3 during the regular
season and earned the top seed
in the playoffs before beating
Seattle 27-24 in overtime
Sunday.
Now, Jones is close to reaching the Super Bowl — a notion
that seemed unlikely a few years
ago. No wonder he couldn't
sleep Tuesday.
He spent the evening speaking to relatives, watching film

By The Associated Press
The Phoenix Suns won without their best, as dominant teams
find a way to do.
Suddenly, the San Antonio
Spurs are struggling to stay in
that category.
The Spurs lost 100-96 to the
Los Angeles Lakers on
Wednesday night, falling to 5-5
in their last 10 games. Kobe
AP
James Blake of the U.S., makes a forehand return to compa- Bryant scored 34 points for the
Lakers.
triot Alex Kuznetsov in their second round match at the
San Antonio already has
Australian Open tennis tournament in Melbourne Thursday. seven home losses, part of the
From Page 1B
Blake won in straight sets, 6-4, 6-1, 6-2.
reason the gap among the NBA's
will
be judged against Joe
hours of broiling heat in her first- probably don't get that kind of top teams is widening. The
Montana and Terry Bradshaw
Spurs
are
already
five
games
round match Tuesday, needed respect or anything like that
and Bart Starr and guys who
only 58 minutes to beat fellow because he knows he can beat behind Southwest Division rival
Dallas and four back of the have won Super Bowls. That's
Russian
Anastassia
Rodionova
6me."
The last sentence of
the way it is. I think we have
For three games, it looked like Suns.
Wednesday's article on the 0,6-3.
"We- are not even able to win appreciation now for Dan
"My brain cells were restored an upset could happen. Blake
Murray State men's basketball
at
home as regular as we used Marino and Boomer Esiason
today,
said
Sharapova,
who
came
out
a
little
flat
while
team's 68-59 loss at Austin
and Dan Fouts and guys who
Peay was inadvertently deleted. described herself as delusional in Kuznetsov, who survived three to," said Manu Ginobili, who
The final sentence of the article her last match. "It was nice to get rounds of qualifying and a five- had 16 points. "We really got to haven't won it. But at the time,
we talk about how many Super
set first-rounder, was hot.
step up."
was
incomplete.
reading a quick one in there today."
"Sophomore guard Landon
Men's No. 2 Rafael Nadal and
Kuznetsov, who was born in
That's what the Suns did in Bowls you've won. As time
Shipley put the Racers away No. 3 Nikolay Davydenko had the Ukraine and moved to the Houston, where they trailed by goes by, history is a little easier
down the stretch, knocking later matches.
U.S. with his family when he was 15 points midway through the on you."
Manning, of course, is hopdown 6-of-6 free throw
There were no surprises when 3, took two quick service breaks second quarter. They eventually
attempts in the final 4:46, as the the fifth-seeded Blake faced off before Blake, refusing to panic, put it together to win 100-91 for ing he won't need friendly histoGoys strengthened their grip on against
rians to cement his legacy. A
the
216th-ranked pulled himself together and start- their Ilth straight victory.
the ..." It should have ended Kuznetsov, who was playing with ed ripping winners.
. Super Bowl ring is the easiest —
Steve
Nash
had
21
points
and
with "top spot in the conference a titanium rod in his right leg —
"I think maybe at that point he 14 assists, Amare Stoudernire maybe the only — way to avoid
standings."
the result of a car accident less started realizing what he was added 22 points and 11 that.
Funny thing is that he finds
than two years ago.
doing, what court he was on and rebounds, and Phoenix overThe Murray Ledger & Times
himself on the cusp of the Super
"It's not like him playing kind of the arena that he was in," came 18 turnovers.
strives to ensure accurate and
"We weren't here mentally Bowl again — Manning's secfair reporting; however mis- somebody he doesn't know or Blake said. 'That's something I
doesn't
know
the
pace,"
hopefully
have
going
for
me
now,
Blake
takes occasionally occur. It is
for the first quarter and a half ond appearance in the AFC
the Ledger's policy to correct said. "He knows how well I can is a little bit of experience. and to and we didn't play great after championship game — after a
errors. To report a news mistake move, he knows the things I can ride that storm that Alex was kind that," said Nash, who also had most un-Peyton-like run through
do. It's almost a little frustrating. I of bringing to me."
or error, please call 753-1916.
six turnovers. "But we played the playoffs.
He has 438 yards in two
good enough."
In other games. it was: games, fewer than he recorded
Toronto 101, Sacramento 85; in his second playoff blowout
Washington 99, New York 98: over the Broncos in 2004. He
New Jersey 92, Charlotte 85: has one touchdown pass and
Utah 100, Detroit 99; Chicago five interceptions. His quarter99, Milwaukee 90; Memphis back rating is 58.3.
Yet just as he has struggled,
118, Philadelphia 102; Atlanta
the
defense that has often
105, Minnesota 88; Portland 94.
Cleveland 76; and the Los derailed Indy's Super Bowl
Angeles Clippers 115, Golden hopes also has been uncharacCorps
teristic — allowing only a single
State 109.
At Houston, the Suns touchdown and an average of
improved to 29-3 in their last 32 63.5 rushing yards in two
games. They became the second games.
"The NFL has a funny way of
team in franchise history to have
two winning streaks of more highlighting the quarterbacks,
than 10 games in one season. like it's Peyton versus Brady,"
The 1992-93 Suns had winning defensive end Dwight Freeney
streaks of 14 and II games on said. 'That's all right for the
media, the fans and the game,
their way to the NBA finals.
Rafer Alston matched a but there's a lot more going on
career high with 29 points to out there than just two quarterlead the depleted Rockets. Tracy backs going at it."
Still, as a defensive end —
McGrady, a six-time All-Star,
even
a great defensive end —
sat out with stiffness in his lower
back as Houston lost its second Freeney will never be held
under the spotlight the way a°
straight.
Sponsored by: Purchase District Health
Still, the Rockets are only quarterback is.
Especially a quarterback like
two games behind the Spurs in
Department, Marshall County Health
Manning.
the
Southwest
Division.
Even
Department, Purchase Region One
Nobody can stand at the line
after opening a tough Texas
of
scrimmage and dissect a
Citizens Corps Council
back-to-back with an impressive
defense better, and nobody has
victory.

— and it was well past midnight
before he knew it.
"I didn't go to sleep 'til about
I or 2," Jones said Wednesday.
"You just can't help but think
about it. It's a very exciting time
for me, exciting time for our
football team and the city ot
Chicago. We have the opportunity of a lifetime in front of us,
and we understand that."
So does Benson.
"I'm not going to stir the pot
and create drama two games
from getting to the Super Bowl,"
he said after the game against
the Seahawks. "I just have to
swallow my pride and put all
goals aside that, personally, I
may have set and just focus on
getting the team to the big
show."
Benson expected to compete
for the No. I job after Jones
skipped voluntary offseason
workouts, but it never really
materialized.
Jones. who rushed for a
career-high 1.335 yards last season, pulled a hamstring while
running during a physical on
July 27, and Benson missed the
preseason after suffenng a
shoulder sprain on a hit during a
training camp practice. He also
was disciplined by the team for
leaving the sideline during a
preseason game against San
Diego and missing a mandatory
meeting afterward.

•AFC

Clarification

medical
reserve

Guartentnals
Viisillon-Verona 61. Trimble Co 53
eth Region Tournament
Otortertinais
Ludlow 54, Cov. Holy Cross 12
Henry
64.
Newport 30
St
10th Region Tournament
Quarterfinals
Bishop Brussel 49, Calvary Chnstian
22
Nicholas Co 42. Bracken Co 36
Paris 67. Augusta 14
St. Paancti 58.43
14th Region Tournament
Ouertedltials
Hazard 51. Wolte Co 50
June Buchanan 47. Jackson City 25
Owsley Co 11, Jenkins 19

Will you be a health care
volunteer and help your
community during a
disaster?

Licensed and non-licensed volunteers are needed

Free continuing education units awarded by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing through the Kentucky Department for
Public Health. Training provided during February at various
locations and times. For more information contact Allison
Beshear at 270-252-2702.

it*NcEmel

thrown for more yards over the
last nine seasons than Manning,
who is essentially on pace to
own every significant quarterback record in league history if
he plays five or six more years
without injury.
Come playoff time, he hasn't
been the same.
Rushed and beaten up, he
threw four interceptions in the
2003 AFC title game at New
England. The next year, in the
divisional playoffs, he suffered a
similar fate — no touchdowns,
one interception in a 20-3 loss
— a terrible close to a season in
which he threw an NFL-record
49 touchdowns. Last season, the
Colts started 13-0 and appeared
destined for the Super Bowl.
Manning was good in the playoffs — 290 yards and one touchdown — but not good enough to
win.
"It was as low as it can be,"
Manning said during training
camp. "You work so hard to get
home-field these days. It's so
competitive. It's a great lesson."
TOW'S UNIVP SPONSINBO

Lindy Suitor
Mir Ketch *aro Apincy
To taro on vow co isamencs.
contact ut 0444*
NS Male it.• 7334142

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Bob hope Classic
second round at La Ouonta and
Bermuda Dunes Callf
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Massachusetts at Xavier
ESPN2 — Wake Forest at Duke
NBA BASKETBALL
6:15 p.m.
TNT — Indiana at Mimi,
8:30 p.m.
TNT — L A Lakers at Dallas
PREP BASKETBALL
II p.m.
ESPN — Oak HM Academy (Vi) vs.
Simeon (IN I. at Chicago
TENNIS
2 p.m.
ESPN2 — Australian Open. early
,
round. at Melbourne, Australia (same- ,
day tece)
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Custodian Open early
round. at Melbourne, Australia
2:30 a.m.
ESPN — Australian Open, early round
at Melbourne, AustraNs
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Coma-I-KA ro LEWIS HUDSPETH TRIBLII;
Florence and Lewis Hudspeth raised 5
children and 1 granddaughter. Chris is
working and raising 3 children with his
wile. Shardae is in her second year of college.
020

060
Me NNW

The largest OB/GYN practice west of
Lexington is looking for a supervisor
of the non-clinical staff. The successful
candidate will have supervising experience, excellent computer skills, and
preferably considerable experience in a
medical practice. If you are ready for a
new challenge and have the experience
and skills we need, we have a great job
for you with a competitive salary and a
benefit package that is without equal in
this area. Send or bring your cover letter and resume to:

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071
No phone calls please.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
'MONTH
CALL 753-1916
FREELANCE
PHOTOGRAPHER
will do family
or wedding
pictures.
270-210-4173
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Breaktime
Billiards
759-9303
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
actives.

PSYCHIC Readings.
Advice, help on at
problems of life. Mrs
Ann, 270-767-0508.

Ch
out on the
WebL
050
Lost rid Found
LOST in Hazel black 8
'white with some brown
fluffy 9 week old puppy
John Deere collar, no
tags Last seen 1/10/07
at 7AM 270-705-3833
small
'LOST:
• family,birthstone ring.
14K with 3 stones. If
found, please call
270-492-8130
060
Help Wanted
AVON choose you
hours 8 your income
We have benefits
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT
1-888-570-6498
or
270-761-3878
CUSTOMER Service
Representative.
Finance
Heights
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard,
typing and telephone
skills Must be outgoing. Good starting
salary and benefits.
person
Apply
in
between 8:30AM and
5PM. Background and
screening
drug
required prior to hire

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you'
Apply at
Martial Arts Amenca
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ENTHUSIASTIC team
player wanted for
receptionist at chiropractic office Must be
costumer focused.
able to handle multiple
interruptions and
maintain fnendly attitude Experience helpful but not necessary.
FT Skills test given
Phone 753-6115

An Equal Opportunity Employer

AGRICULTURALJHORT1CULTURAL
WORKERS NEEDED
02/12/07 to 10/31/07
1.8.24/hour. 75% of total contract hours will be
guaranteed. Work tools, supplies & equipment
provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
workers outside local commuting area.
Transportation & subsistence expenses provided
to non-resident workers at 50% of contract completion . Contact Murray Job Service Office or your
nearest job service office. Stockdale Tree
Farmijamie Stockdaie - Murray. KY Job#
0232174

C.N.A.
Full-time, 6AM-2PM,good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at:

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive

FENCE Installer
Expenence 8 ref. a
must. Respond to P.O.
Box 1040-E Murray,
KY 42071
FULL time position for
with
tire
changer
mechanical knowledge
8 ability. Economy Tire
753-8500
INSURANCE Sales Western KY and
Northwestern TN Agent positions available. Rapidly expanding new business
needs new salespeople. Unlimited earning
potential, duties
include analyzing
insurance needs and
securing optimum coverage for the client.
Prospects, presents,
and closes personal.
business insurance
and/or life and health
applications. Relies
on sales experience
and judgment to plan
and
accomplish goals.
Base salary commeri
surate with experience.
plus commission
bonus (unlimited).
P&C and Life license a
plus but not mandatory
for the nght candidate.
Office and training provided. Resumes to
P.O.-Box 1040-C
Murray, KY 42071
COMPANY
LOCAL
EXPANDING- Local
hiring
business
enerdependable,
getic individuals to
work in a friendly,
fast-paced. professional distribution
center. Apply In perM-Thur.
8-5
son
East
300
Quest
Chestnut St. EOE
LOCAL congregation
seeking church adminassistant
istrative
Qualified applicant will
have excellent computer. organizational, and
interpersonal skills and
Please
experience
send resume to. P.0
Box 1040-B, Murray,
KY 42071.
SIRLOIN Stockade
now hiring Daytime hot
cook. Monday-Friday
9-4, competitive wage
8 benefit package
Apply in person MonFri 2-4

Duncan Creek Technology
270-489-2666
Gre Dowd

Computer Support
-Fast support for home/business
-LAN/WAN Network Experts
-Software and Integration
-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone systems - lc Long Distance
-24x7 Affordable Assistance

www.dereek.com

Articles
For Seli
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite system.
America's Top 60
channels for only
519.99/mo Get your
choice of HBO.
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna 8 Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma, LCD, DLP,
Brands by
CRTs
Toshiba, Sony. LG.
Zenith, & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8 TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901
VACUUM
cieaners,
bags, belts, and hoses
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods, Mayfield. KY.
270-247-4704

EOE

Appkases

REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent hinge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.

DWAIN
TAVLOR
CHEVROLETCMC, INC.
tor •ale5proptc
for
Maw
appH or lig :tour
interr5I to. Moron to
Chad •ochran. \la%
Ntorris. Dan or
!hi ain Ta,tor

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray
CASH paid for used
Dish Network 8 cable
boxes. Will pick up. Toll
free 866-860-0110
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WANT TO BUY
USED electric treadmill
761-2743
WASTE oil wanted:
Drum exchange.
Miller D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215
150
Arlicies
For Sale

Childcare
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H 759-9553.
D's cleaning services
753-3802

SEEKING outgoing,
Intelligent, energetic
and motivated individuals wanting an
unlimited income
career WIII train.
Dependable transportation required
Send resume to
MAN Frisbey
Financial Services,
58 Sherwood Drive,
Glibertsville, KY
42044 or call 270.362-2705. Small
Investment required.

92 Cougar, V-8, tach.
sun-roof, new transmission. A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 0E30.
Washer 753-4109
ASHLEY wood burning
insert, 31 1/2" high,
48" wide, black cast
iron 8 brass him with
blowers on each side.
(270)759-2475
CAN'T CLIMB STEPS?
USE A WHEELCHAIR?
This porch lift is for
you Install lift to your
porch, and you have
your own elevator
Push a button, lift will
raise up or down
Original cost. $3,625
Will sell for $1,500. Call
270-404-0785.
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yetlow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED trailer.
7x14, ramp door
54,000 753-1816

120
illstUry
MOM COMPUTERS

759 3556

Family History
Books
759-4938

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Wit

-

(270) 753-1713

—OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and lot.
38R 28A, 133 Joseph
Street. Almo, KY
42020 nice and clean
$4.000 down, $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011
ask for Malcon
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, move
in ready. Almo area.
111 60x28 ft. doubleende, (1(76x16 singlevede. Call
(270) 293-5914
NEW models are here,
All 2006 models must
gall Gets great deal or
your new home today!'
731-584-9109
Year's
NEW
Celebration!' 38R 2BA
SW fireplace, pantry,
dishwasher 8 much
more with payments
under $350 w a.c
731-584-4926
REDUCED'
EXCELLENT
rental
property or starter
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$9.900 753-6012
YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
home' New 8 preowned
models
to
choose from"
731-584-9429

160
Hems Furnishings
BLUE couch, love seat.
chair and ottoman All
match, great condition.
Call after 4:00 7532848

SWEET corn picker
Oxbo/Bryon 103. 1
row/mounted. Picks
400-500 dozen per
hour. 200 or less hours.
$500 spare parts.
$17,000 firm. 753-8848
EVIIPMent

MOJO Mallard spin
rung wing decoys. tul
size, new,$85 00 each
Call (270) 376-2292
MOTORCYCLE helmets, Jackets, boots 8
saddlebags
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield. KY
270-247-4704

COUNTRY living at rts
finest. 38R 25A 16x80
on private lot. $700
month. Rent includes
electric. heat. A/C, and
satellite TV.
270-362-2705
For sale or rent '96
16X80. on 6/10 acre,
$450/month
rent.
Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866
SOUTH Hazel, TN.
14x80 3BR 2BA
492-8526
Noble Homo Lots For Real
$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
24/7 access to lake on
family resort. $170
month. Utilities available. 270-227-0406

M

esa For Mit

—OWNER
Financing***
No credit check. 38R
2BA Lot with barn
$4,000 down. $595
month 3632 Olive
Creek Rd. Benton. KY
42025 Marshall
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Malcon
—OWNER
Fins/inky***
No credit chock.
Mobile home and I
acre lot. 38R 28A.
12440 ST RT 94E.
towards lake Murray,
KY nice and clean
$4,000 down, $595
month Calloway
County 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail
1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x2I tilt out, 38F1
'BA, all appliances
.,:cluded
Must be
noved. $10,000 OBO
293-7447 or 227-3930

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
2-BR, clean. C/HiA,
W&D hook-up. no
pets. references +
deposit. 641 South
492-8634
28R apartments available Great location. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
28R, 1 Bath. North
side of town near university, references «
deposit
required Please call
(270)293-8462
38R 2 bath duplex in
Cambridge II, all appliances furnished, nice
$650 4-depoeN 3452777
48R 28A, MI appliances. central WA. Ask
about move-in free
days Coleman RE
753-9896

ag

emas Far RIM

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 21361
1 5 bath, garage. all
appliances.
Chi/A.
water, sewer and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed 5675 mo.
435-4273 or 293-7404
FURNISHED 1BR, low
utilities,
no
lease
required, no pets, $245
month 753-3949
LARGE 2861. quiet
neighborhood, Bernd
Court North, $675
month No pets.
Available 2i1/07
270-376-2746,
270-841-5653
LARGE 3-48R loft
apt., $435 month,
located at Bradley
Book Company on
campus 270-2933710. 270-293-4602
UVE Oak Apts.
Neely Remodeled
1BR $290.00
21311 $340.00
3ER $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1 2 8 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1 -800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS,
SPecl81
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
763-86611.
SOUTHWOOD
and
Story Avenue duplexes. All appliances
Included. Call
767-9948
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980

Mr raw Roc Lit

apartments &bailable
All apphances furnished Water, sewer, trasb.
and cable TV included in real Security
deposit required One )ear lease NO PETS'
One and two bedroom

270-767-9111
www.mumiykyapartments.com

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
15(15 Diuguiii Dm.Li • Nturr,o..

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-54.5-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting kppilLaiiiirn.

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarnied
•Sate & clean
-We sell boxes,
4Wis rent U-Hauls
753-9600

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1.2 miles horn
downtown.
2.388
square feet. 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bndles to Britches Call
753-5856. cell 2937127

OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1,400
sq ft 400 N 4th St
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loca
bon 753-2905.
293-1480

I s

"•'

2 BR with attached
garage, new kitchen
and bath. 711 Payne
St. $400 a month, no
pets (270)293-4602 or
(270)293-3710
2 living areas, 3
bedrooms. 2 baths.
freshly painted, great
location, no pets
Alesia Gail Parker
Grey's ownerligent
(270)293-7653
2811 house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2611, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up.
CAVA $550 month, 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets.
753-2259 or 527-8174
3811 brick 2-1/2 baths
in Hazel with CAVA, all
appliances, ceding fans
with 2 rooms & a children
play
room
upstairs References &
deposit
$600 per
month 753-1059 No
pets

Mt Warehousing
Near NISU $20-50.
753-7868

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Noe renting

Located at '20S 4th St
2n-4364496
270-293-0116

PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N 4th St
Across from Judicial
Building Two offices.
wading room, full bath
and shower Public
and private entrances
Covered parking
space Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities
759-3954

•

'

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subiect to the
Federal Far Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation
or discnmination based

on race. coax,'Moon
sex, or national origin
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or diecnmination This newspaper
witi not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in vioiabor of the law
Our readers are heret
informed
that
a
dwellings advertised Ir
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

111 Bt Iliti si •
tiv.% I mcatimi,
ti t'audition
I

FLC—lirReal

kt 42(1'

.1,
h or term%
16I-1110\11
!-WO

ISILFIrele
2 story house, con
structed in 2003.3 bed
rooms. 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Call (270)978-1213
Amps

AKC Shih-Thi. 3
males, ready Jan 23rd.
vet checked
(270)851-8148

35 Acres w( 12 mole of
rd front, on the COTO(
of Miry 80 8 13468'
TOW horn 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
CM 753-1323 ext 120
for details

DOG Obedience
436-2858
ENGLISH Mastiff puppies AKC. champion
hoes, fawn colored
*mates left
731-642-4323
PURE bred Gorman
Shepherds Can be
registered. Rack & tan
and series. 731-7823951 or 731-338-5286

WANTED
HUNTING LAND
CM Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
All Size

Units
Available
'Now Haw
Climate Control

753-31153

CLASSIFIEDS
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ELITE BREEDERS BULL SALE NB.

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as lithe as $250
with one order, one
payment For information, contact the classified department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
•Are You Legally
Married? Smoky
Mountain Ministerial
Alliance investigating
legitimacy of
Tennessee marriage
ceremonies. Many
mamages performed
under false ordinations,
www.AreYouReallyMar
ned.com or call 865436-0990.
wimm thesanctrfred org
Free Internet Ministry.
BUILDINGS
•Building Sale . Jan/
Feb. delivery or
deposit holds till
spring. 25x40x12
$4800. 40x60x16
$12.800. Front end
optional. Rear end
included. Many others
Pioneer, 1-800-6685422 or wwwpioneersteel.com
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•16-Unit Motel in
Jamestown, KY. Close
to Wolf Creek Dams.
7-10yr construction
project. 2br Living
quarters, laundry. Turnkey business. Call for
details. 270-566-4495.
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2,990. Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own
Norwood portable
band sawmill. Log
skidders also available.
www.norwoodindustnes.com. Free
Information: 1-800578-1363 ext.300N
HELP WANTED
•Be Your Own Boss!
Pay based on production, Searching courthouse records. Contact
Adam (270)393-0331
•Expenenced
Mechanic, Louisville
Area : Semi-Trailer
Repair. Must have own
hand tools. 40 Hrs/
week. Start $8-$10/ hr.
502-637-7627.

*Regional
Representative. Parttime work with international exchange students Strong community spirit and warm
heart for teens. Finding
nost families required
Contact 1-888-5529872 or
staftflayusa.org.
•Teacher Recruitment
Fair Sponsored by
Western Virginia Public
Education ConsortiumFriday, February 2,
2007(4pm to 8pm1
Saturday, February 3.
2007(9am-1pm)
Salem Civic Center.
1001 Boulevard.
Salem, VA.
Participating Virginia
School Division will
solicit applications to fill
600+ vacancies. For a
uniform lob application
and information visit
www.wypec.org- Job
Fair or call (540)8316399 or (540)831-6414
or email
dstowersOradford.edu.
Participating Virginia
school divisions:
Alleghany, Bath, Bland.
Botetourt, Carroll,
Covington, Craig,
Floyd. Franklin, Galax
City, Giles, Henry,
Martinsville City,
Montgomery. Patrick,
Pulaski, Roanoke City,
Roanoke County,
Salem City, and Wythe.
INSTRUCTIONAL
•Attend College Online
from home •Medical.
*Business. •Paralegal,
*Computers, 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
provided. Financial aid
if qualified. Call 866858-2121
www.OnlineTiclewaterT
ech.com
LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
*Special Bred Heifer
Sale. KY-TN Livestock
Gutherie, Ky. January
20,2007. 10:30AM.
200+ Black Heifers
Bred for February calf,
dates to black calfEase Bulls (270)4832504.
MEDICAL
•New Power
Wheelchairs, scooters
Absolutely no cost to
you. Call toll free 1800-850-6145.
REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE

*Cabin Rentals: Daily
or Weekly near Red
*Experienced phlebotomists, paramedics, River Gorge, Natural
Bridge State Park,
MD's, LPN's. MA's
Slade, Kentucky. We
needed for mobile
have cabins and lots
insurance examinafor sale. (606)663-0005
tions. $15-25/exam.
or www.birchhollowcabKY and Southern IN.
ins.com
Detail onented, independent contractor
•Lake Access Bargain
work. Fax/email
1+ acres, $34,900 with
resume: 502-339-1383,
FREE Boat Slips!
gpd@insightbb.com
RARE opportunity to
own land on spectacu•Part-time. homelar 160,000 acre recrebased Internet busiational lake! Mature
ness. Earn $500$1000/ month or more. oak & hickory, park-like
Flexible hours. Training setting with lake
access. Paved rd,
provided. No investunderground utilities.
ment required. FREE
details. www.K348.com Excellent financing.
Pnme waterfronts available. Call now 1-800704-3154. x917

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

•Onver Don't lust start
your career, start it
right! Company sponsored CDL training in 3
weeks. Must be 21.
Have CDL? Tuition
reimbursement! CAST
800-553-2778.

FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

For Sale
3BR
1.5BA, living
room, kitchen, utility,
pantry, garage, storage
building. 701
Earl
Court. 753-8206

ESTATE SALE
1543 Canterbury Drive
Saturday •8AM-3PM
Door will not open until 8AM
household rtems, desks sofas, chair, rockers, coffee 8 end tables, cloning room suite hutch and side
server: kitchen table. hutch and side server; king
and full size bedroom sets, 36" and 13 Sony flat
screen TVs, 4-screen 50 CD changer: quilt chest:
two swivel oak barstools. 2 drawer metal file cabinet Ken Holland pnnts lift chair, walker

FORECLOSURE DEAL!!
Own this fine home for
I$M BELOW appraised value.

Iff•

14,i

I

4BR 3BA, 3.044 sg.ft. brick home.
See ItSting AWM2788 at VAWI owners corn

CALL NOW
761-HOME

27 Angus
12 Limousin
6 Charolais
1 Hereford Bull
50 Bred Commercial Heifers
20 Bred Cows

1

•Drivers Needed. Indybased cempany. 1 yr.
OTR & COL-A Req.
.38-.40 cpm. Home
every weekend. Direct
Deposit. 99% no touch
freight. Call Kathi 866543-1234 opt. 6
www.onlinetransport.co

•No Expenence- No
Job?? No Problem!!
CDL Training- Job
Placement. $740-$940
wk. No Money down.
Lodging- MealsTransportation. Hiring
in your area today! 1877-554-3800.

460
Homes For Sib

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF
‘vill buv your
110t1,
4' or 1,11,. tr%

ask for Kristin.
NEW Construction to
be completed by March
1st. 3BR 2BA, large
family room, master
bath has whirlpool and
separate shower, eat in
kitchen, covered front
porch. 1.728 sq. living
feet, Pella windows,
laminate and carpet
flooring. 2 car garage,
TimberTrails subdivision off Robertson Rd
S.293-0139
VERY nice 3BR 38A,
1.360 square feet wr
garage, 24x24
detached garage on 1
acre 795 Beane Rd
$119,500.
270-978-1107

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, addons,
porches, docks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE IL PARTS

130

111211Useci Cars

Used Trucks

MOM'S
97
Buick
LeSabre, bronze, black
cloth top, 68.xxx, excellent condition, $4,900.
See 506 South 11th.
759-1987, 293-7710
95 Camaro, 3.4 liter,
V-6, $2,500 080. Call
293-9205 or 436-2086
2005 Chevy Impala
LS, 14,000 miles,
loaded with all features, no money down,
ust take over payments. Please call

O&M

2002 Chevy Silverado
extended cab. Fully
loaded, V8. 91,000
miles, $12,200 080
270-293-2269

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or U7-0611

Hill Electric
95 GMC topkick,
diesel cat motor. 14'
steel dump bed.
200000 mi. at/psiac,
19.5 wheels. $7000
Call 293-5519 or night
498-8950.

Since 1986

24 Noun sanvice
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair. Sagging
floors to leaking roofs.
We do it all. Call Greg
Collins

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work

BEBBER Flooring.
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile.
293-9340

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044

C & C Renovation and

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Paining, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing.
decks, floor repair &
covenngs,
—FREE ESTIMATES—
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icroberlsonOivic.net

WILL PICK UP
Moot scree mowers,
Wets, washers.
dryers. and metal

Items ter the alms

270-227-2864
ROOF
LEAKING?

Homebuilders
i Nose Itemo.i
Drisoll L Pivotal Deals Sillies,
NMI!, Winton I tiers

Call

professional
4 39 - 4645
I
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weakly & special
by oweeWoperaMd
759-1151 • 293-2783
733-2784

JOE'S JOBS

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971*
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-6827

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
WHO ya gonna call?
CRUDBUSTERS
We clean windows.
gutters. brick & vinyl
siding, handyman services & pressure washing 270-293-7200
Commercial & residential

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Young Artist Concerto Competition is Saturday-

Special to the Ledger
The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra and the Murray State
University Department of Music
will co-sponsor the Young Artist
Concerto Competition Piano
Division on Saturday in the
Performing Arts Hall, Price
•Dnvers ASAP! 36Doyle Fine Arts Center. on the
43cpm/ $1 20pm + sign
MSU campus.
on bonus, $0 lease
The competition will include
NEW trucks CDL-A + 3
mos OTR 800-635eight high school piano stu8669
dents from Indiana. Kentucky,
•Dnvers Class-A CDL
and Tennessee performing sin-

U .ill 761--r;3s,
'198 Browns Grove
Road, Lynn Grove,
2BR/18A, new CH/A,
all appliances, W/D,
storage building, many
upgrades. priced $70s.
(270)293-2664

SALES BEGIN AT NOON

•Dnver: Owner
Operators ONLY:
Regional freight from
Louisville. $1.20pm
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates
available. NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082

Dnvers Louisville KY
Area Shuttles and Yard
Work (2 yr recent exp
required) 866-270-2665
WWW abdnvers.com

CARPENTER
Smell jobs ivelaxned
R. L Woods 753-9440
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839.

UT Martin Sale Facility
Martin,TN

•Dnver- Flatbed Small
company, Big pay.
Starting up to 46cpm.
Guaranteed hometime,
Three weeks vacation,
lease purchase,
BC/BS, 6 months expenence required. 800(270)753-1003
441-4271 ext.KY-100
•Dnver- Knight
Transportation- Miles
or no miles? Come to
Knight Transportation.
2500+ miles/ week
Daily pay. Weekly
hometime Newer
equipment. Paid
Onentation. Call Joyce
or Travis 888-3464639, 4 mos OTR
Expenence required.
Owner Ops 800-4375907

Morse

Saturday, January 20,2W

41 Truck Driving
School. Training for
Swift & Werner.
Dedicated runs avail
able. Starting Salary
$50,000+ Horne weekends! —Also hiring
expenenced drivers1 -800-883-0171 A-50
•Dnver- $5K sign-on
bonus for expenenced
teams. Temp control,
dedicated (Guaranteed
miles), regional (home
weekly) Solos, teams,
CDL-A Grads, UP,
0/0s. Covenant.
(866)684-2519 EOE
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gle movements of piano concertos by Haydn, Beethoven,
Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, and Muczynski.
The performances will begin
at I p.m. and are free and
open to the public.
The first place winner will
be announced following the
performances and will receive
a $500 cash prize from the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra,
performance with the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra on March

3, a music scholarship to Murray State University (if eligible), and a first place award
plaque.
The second place winner
will receive a $150 cash prize
from WKMS-FM 91.3.
Dr. Richard Scott, MSU
Department of Music is the
competition director.
The Instrumental Division
of the competition includes three
violinists, one cellist, and one
flutist, representing Kentucky.

Ohio, and Indiana. It will take
place simultaneously in Farrell
Recital Hall, with works .by
Mozart,
Boccherini,
Tchaikovsky, and Bruch.
The winner will also receive
a $500 cash prize from the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
and a performance with the
orchestra on March 3.
Charles Manchester, PS()
manager, is the competition
director.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, Jan. 19, 2007:
Your spirit and energy mark
your actions this year. Curb a
tendency to sometimes overthink things. A little physical
activity or yoga could keep you
mellow. New people enter your
life this year. You could be
delighted with what will occur
this year. If you are single,
friendship plays a major role in
your courtship with the person
you choose. If you are attached,
let your sweetie know how
much you care about him or her.
AQUARIUS can'istand up to

uallne Bluer
through a business proposition.
You see the far-out solution or
the outrageous action. You don't
have to do that to enjoy these
glimpses. Share with a friend.
Tonight: Let the fun and games
begin.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might opt to call in or
take a personal day. You need to
indulge the personal side of your
life. Calls and people surround
your home. You might need to
screen calls if you want peace
and quiet. Tonight: Your favorite
chair.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You have that spark

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

Acknowledge
this
person.
Tonight: Could be late.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Work with your many
friends and admirers. Others
have many suggestions. Your
job will be to sort through them
and see what fits in with what
you want to do. Relax with
someone you always laugh with.
If you want, take off for the next
few days. Tonight: Add originalitY.
CANCER (Juni 21 -July 22)
**** Others want to share
more of themselves. The problem lies in that each person
wants quality one-on-one time.
The good news is you have the
energy and the will to stretch that
far. Save your favorite person for
the end of the day. Tonight:
Enough seriousness.

LEO (July 23-Au9. 22)
***** You like to feel in con-

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Whether with professional or personal associates,
you have a way of rounding up
everyone with some good ideas.
Brainstorm. and others will
chime in. Whether you come up
with a great business plan or
great weekend plans really won't
matter to you. Tonight: Let the
good times roll.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Someone serves as a
lucky rabbit's foot in your life. No
matter what you do, everything
lands perfectly when this person
is involved. Though you might
assume responsibility, the end
results wouldn't be the same.

trol; after all, you are king or
queen of the beasts. Right now
others run in their own direction
and do what they want. You
could find others to be wayward.
Tonight: Add that renown charm,
and all will work out.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Unfortunately, you might
be left holding the bag, as many
of your cohorts march to the
drum of the weekend. Still, you
will feel mellow about what you
do accomplish. Decide to buy a
new item to add to the comfort of
your home. Tonight: Find your
favorite spot to relax. Be there.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have mischii
your eyes, even when taikir:,

lunch. You will enjoy yourself
more than you think. Tonight:
Hang out -- great place and
great people.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be looking at
the tally for the recent celebrat-

you.

that ignites feelings, attitudes
and actions. Just watch what
naturally happens as you do
your thing. Make plans for a late

ing and good times. If you feel a
need to cut back, there is no time
like the present. If you dig into
your imagination, fun plans will
come up. Tonight. Choose
something relaxing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** The Moon in your sigr
assigns you the position of energizer and creator. Come up with
a good plan, and a good time is
had by all. Intellectually. someone seeks out your perspective
Midway through a talk you
change your mind_ Tonight
Wish-upon-a-star time.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take your time, knowing
that the world wasn't created in a
day. Why should your desk be
cleared in one day? How long
did it take to create the paperwork you have in front of you?
Someone shares a secret.
Tonight: Mysteriously disappear,
as you can do so well!
BORN TODAY
Singer Janis Joplin (1943), writer
Edgar Allan Poe (1809)
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753-4703
AUTO - HOMF7 - Liu /NSURANCE

Murray's Source For The!lost,
i\
Up-To-Date HomeFashions 4,yr

Key Kar Rental

Drapery i Specialty Rods i Custom Bedding1111
Upholstery Design Service Avamlablei

Call Pon Crday!

270-753-9955

470
Motorcycles & ATY's
'97 Honda CBR 900
753-1499

an a gm 0

92 Yamaha 350, $600.
2005 Honda TAX 90,
lots of extras, $2.200
Small go cart, $250
436-5398

53.6361

,a

Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
C Faughn Used Cars
las
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2001
Land
Rove
Discovery SE7 Senes
2. Pewter color, 84.000
miles, heated seats.
3rd seat. TVs in headrests, 4WD, tow package, $12,900 OBO
753-2488, 293-9889

LASER (270)761-4999
North
Ktatarky
Center

Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home
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WINaiad
IS years ago
Ken Lynn Bauch was crowned
as Miss Kentucky County Fair of
199'7 at the pageant held in
Louisville She is a freshman at
Murray State University and the
daughter of Dick and Dana Bauch
of Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Regina and C. Mark Duncan,
Dec. 24; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Zuchachwerdt, Jan. 6; a
boy to Lynette and Anthony Tovar,
Jan. 9: a girl to Angela and Monte
Stalls and a boy to Lana and
Michael White, Jan. 13.
Murray High School Lady
tigers won 60-53 over Heath Lady
Pirates in the All-A Classic Basketball Tournament at Clinton.
Becky Greene was high scoter
for the Tigers.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Fire Department Chief J.R.
Hombuckk congratulating Ricky
Clark as firefighter officer of the
year and Lewis Perry as firefighter of the year.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers won 66-44 and
Lady Tigers won 58-55 over Fulton City teams with high scorers
for Murray being Rodney Skinner and Ann Greenfield.
After being closed since Oct.,
10. the Clara Eagle Gallery in
the Doyle fine arts center at Murray State University will reopen
with a special photography exhibit from Hallmark Photograph Collection on Jan 28.
30 years ago
The Murray: Natural Gas System today issued a request that
all residential and commercial customers to conserve the use of
natural gas especially during the
next 24 to 48 hours. This is due
to the extremely cold temperatures which have developed in
the area for several days driving

up the consumpuon of natural gas
locally. acconhng to Tommy Marshall, supenntendent.
Calloway Cowley will receive
$1.000 to continue into a thud
program as an alternate to juvenile detention in one of several
funds awarded by Gov. Julian Carroll to 21 juvenile delinquency
programs throughout the state.
Susan Kay Nanny and Jeffrey
Lee Dtuunan were married Jan.
I.
40 years age
Named as Good Citizens of
the Year by the Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution were
the following seniors Carl Barrow. Calloway County High
School. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Barrow; Theresa Resig, Murray High School. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Rests; and Kathy
Rayburn of University High
School, daughter of Mrs. Joe Rayburn.
Airman Terry M. Julian, son
of Mr. and Mrs_ E. Julian of Murray. has been selected for technical training at Amarillo Air Force
Base. Texas, as an aircraft maintenance specialist.
SO years age
Edgar Shirley. owner of Shirley
Florist, has announced he will add
a nursery to his business.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Knight.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 105-92 to Mernptus State with Quitman Sullins
and Terry Darnell high scorers
for the Thoroughbreds.
Mrs. Marvin Parks and Mrs.
John Warren presented a lesson
on "How To lie Springs and What
Steps to Take an Upholstering" at
a meeting of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club at the home
of Mrs_ A.D. Stark.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Drinking and dealing don't
have to go hand in hand
DEAR ABBY: In response
to 'Desperately Needing Advice
in Manhatuue (Nov 29), whose
business associate advised her
at is necessary to drink in order
to make business deals, I think
you missed the rnark in your
reply
Much as
we say it
ain't so, it's
still a man's
world, and if
she wants to
close deals.
she needs to
'play
the
I
game" Her
Dear Abby colleague is
right. Most
business
By Abigail
deals
are
Van Buren
closed in the
bar or on the golf course, so
learn the game to stay in it.
Instead of fruit juice, she should
head to the bar and get carbonated water. It looks like a
vodka tonic, and it will appear
she's having a drink along with
everyone else.
As more women enter the
work force, these rules will
change. But it takes time, and
we must make changes 'from
within." -- GAME ON! LIVERMORE, CALIF.
DEAR GAME ON:: Your
suggestion is what "Desperately Needing Advice' is already
trying to do. But her colleague
is telling her she must drink alcohol to fit in. and pointing out
her teetotaling during business
dinners.
I would never advise any-

,

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 18.
the 18th day of 2007. There are
347 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. IS. 1912, English
explorer Roben F. Scott and his
expedition reached the South Pole.
only to discover that Roald Amundsen had beaten them to it. (Scott
and his party perished during the
return trip.)
On this date:
In 1778, English naviga or Capt.

James Cook reached the Hawaiian Islands. which he dubbed the
"Sandwich Islands"
In 1862. the 10th president of
the United States, John Tyler. died
in Richmond, Va.. at age 71
In 1871, William I of Prussia
was proclaimed "German Emperor" (which was not the same thing
as "Emperor of Germany") an Versailles, France
In 1919. the Pans Peace Conference, held to negotiate peace
treaties ending World War I, opened

in Versailles. France.
In 1936. author Rudyard Kipling
died in Burwash. England.
In 1943, a wartime ban on the
sale of pre-sliced bread in the
U.S, — aimed at reducing bakenes' demand for metal replacement parts — went into effect.
In 1943, during World War II,
the Soviets announced they'd broken through the long Nazi siege
of Leningrad tit was another year
before the siege was fully lifted).
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one, male or female, to drink
alcohol lithe person was =COSfortabie doing so. Nor should
it be necessary to be stealthy
about staying sober Too mealy
slips of the tongue can maw
if a person has inadvertently
had one sap too many of that
which is fermented I'm reminded ot the time I was having
dinner with my brother, whom
I proceeded to address by my
first husband's name 12 years
after our divorce. (Need I say
more?) Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I loved your
reply to the businesswoman who
asked if she had to drink in
order to make business deals.
You advised that her so-called
"best friend" was probably trying to feel better about his own
drinking by pushing her to do
it.
I ant in my mid-40s, confident and attractive. Like her. I
rarely drink. I'd like her to
know. firsthand, that in all my
years m business, both as an
employee and now that I am
self-employed and very successful, my not drinking has never
been a problem nor has it
adversely affected my relationship with my clients. -- COLD
SOBER AND HAPPY IN
HAWAII
DEAR ABBY: I have two
rules for my business life. First,
keep your personal life separate from your business life,
and second, never, ever drink
with business associates. My
father gave me this advice after
college. and it has served me
well.
I have witnessed, on several occasions, my peers and managers drink at business functions.
They lose inhibitions and make
horrible decisions that follow
them throughout their careers.
Only once was I ever affected by this decision. I was passed
over for a raise and promotion
because I wouldn't go out and
drink with 'the boys.' My solution? I found a better job with
a different company.
I have been very successful
with this company, holding various management positions.
When I'm out at lunch or dinner. I usually order water with
lemon. That I has e chosen not
to drink has never been an
issue. If anything, it has given
me an advantage. "Desperately" should be wary of her socalled "friend.' His advice could
lead to trouble in her career. SUCCESSFUL
NONDRINKER IN HOUSTON
DEAR ABBY: I agree with
your advice. Most people who
are uncomfortable about being
around non-drinkers are usually uncomfortable about themselves and their own drinking.
Tell that gal that if her "friend"
points out that she's not drinking, she should tell him to
knock it off and shut up! Then
smile and take a sip of her
fruit juice. It will embarrass
him as much as he's attempting to embarrass her. -- SUSAN
IN DECATUR, ILL.
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Seizures a disaster
in waiting
DEAR DR. GOTT: I ma
mimed about my
She LS 24 and has ameilend
seizures She hes had *am 11110t
she was a hide gal and teak a
bed fat She mad ma take mime
medschn, but the hes Imo maw mot. so she
as_
now Phis. she
said the medic/Se
sever
really helped
ha She has
had
so
setzuressow
for Moms five
moat hi
However,
while visaing
her Last week,
1 noticed her
BY
Dr Peter Gott eyes flutter
and roll constantly. They never did that before
I was really concerned about this
change Is she setting herself up
for a big one" She has small clul
&en. and I am afraid something
will happen while she is alone
with them
DEAR READER: I am concerned that your daughter-in-law
has untreated seizure activity that
could progress and become • hazard for her, as well as those people around her For example. if
she experiences seizures while
driving, the potential for serious
harm is very real
I recommend she involve a
neurologist in solving this problem There are newer ants-coovulsant drugs that could help your
daughter-in-law If she explains
to the specialist that she has no
insurance, he or she may be able
to pave the way so she can receive
free medication through the pharmaceutical company that supplies
the medication she needs In any
case, she must alter her normal
lifestyle and address this issue
with the help of a specialist
To give you related information to share with her. I am sending you a copy of my Health Report

Ll
Dr. Gott

DRAB DR. GOTT: I have
always mitipad yaw memo very
mach I hove never sem dais par
nadir podium sAdnawd. boo 1
wasim it' yen have mmght and
allatisms ampeding estrum body
MAIiialk a halist that seems to
be yew.. Mali mem yang
maw
My 25-year-aellgteRium seems
indy addicted to dm behavior and
lifestyle He mainde three to lam
tours a day on most days perfectas his body He is Muni 6
feet tall mad now weighs aserty
100 pounds Fur a tune, be paw
looted extremely aseecielet, bee
now, ati
eilf ea, be wears
almost Massed. Has whale holly is comximed about has ovendl
health
He says he trams to ray very
strong in (leder en continue playlog rugby. which he played in
college We cannot help being
very concerned about dm extreme
Ache% we Are there coliseum-aces
down the road from this extreme
body building that he needs to
be aware or
DEAR READER: Weight
training can be addictive but does
not cause routine bloat and extreme
weight gain, so I share your con
cerns He should be bulking up
and defining his muscle pattern
root simply getting overweight
However, he may also be suffer
mg from muscle dy %morphia (also
known as bigorexia or reverse
anorexia) This is a body - unage
disorder that causes people io
become obsessed with increasing
muscle mass.
However, before suggesting
specific mandates. I'd seed more
information What is your grandson's basis training schedule" His
weight program' Does be have a
trainer" What about his caloric
intake'
Unaddressed extreme-training
behavior can lead to muscle and
tendon damage. kidney disease
heart disorders. electrolyte unbalance and other problems

ConlractBridge
was upon taking the sure profit he
could collect by doubling tour
spades Had we been in his hoots, we
would have doubled
%est led •spade, Fast cashing the
A-K before shifting to a diamond
I)cclarer won with the king and led
the queen of hearts. West follow ritt
low South was sufficiently inspired
to play the ace. catching Fares king
Had we been in his boon. V4C would
have finessed and gone down ors
After drawing two more neend•
of trumps. des larer led a low Jut,
from dummy and finessed the queen.
on which West dropped the nine
South fell for the falsecard, do:sling
that West had started with the
alone
Accordingly. he crossed to
dummy with a diamond and led the
jack of clubs, hoping to pin Last's
Most decisions made at the table
king and West's ten on the same trick
arc clear-cut. You have an obviotz arid thus make dummy's eight high
hid or play to make, and you make it
This was a rata decision. and South
ithoui much thought
went down one, es entualls losing a
But there are times when it is not club to the ten Bad hc led thc five
at all clear what you should do. instead of the tack, he would have
These are the tims when good lodgmade the contract
ment is the deciding factor and when
South's play isf the jack war,
the failure to guess right can prove citirl!. wrong It he had firm cashed
fatal.
his remammg diamond, he would
Consider the South head, for exhave learned that I int had started
ample. What should South bid after
with three diamonds,
SC•CT1
Last's overcall of four spades hi the
spades for his bid) and, hence. exactual deal, he bid five hearts Appar- actly two clubs i kiv, club lead from
ently, South was more intent upon dummy was therefore hound to catch
scortng a vulnerable game than he the long
Tomorrow: Bidding qui/
cNxi,
Feature, %vr.d•catt int
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•7 4
IP A 1052
•AQJ
*1 8 5 3
WEST
EAST
•AK11098e
•5 3
•6 4 3
K
•9 76 2
•8 5 3
+10972
•K4
SOUTH
•Q 2
•QJ 9 7 5
•K 104
CA Q6
The bidding:
West
North East
Smith
4+
Pass
5•
I.
Opening lead
five of spades.

Crosswords
ACROSS
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IT WAS ALREADY
YOURS,TYCOCiN BOY

I FOUND A QUARTER
IN THE DRYER!
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WHEN PEOPLE WALK
BY AND LOOK IN
OUR YARD I THINK
THEY SHOULD SEE
A HAPPY D06..

a.

'RIGHT NOW,NOOODY'S
LOOKING

Welcome
in Oahu
4 Await lodgment
8 Tumbler's pad
11 Holds possessoon of
13 Singer
- Adams
14 Stare at
15 Prom honoree
17 Hit a homer
19 Usher on
21 Evergreen tree
22 - spurnante
24 August KO.
maybe
26 Japanese soup
29 Use the
Ostenzer
31 None
33 City
conveyance
34 Potatoes gratin
35 'ever,4 from
speaking out
37 Rent out

:fflu.A

39 Casual greeting
40 Herr in Madras
42 Water barrier
44 Naidn's sews
46 This, in Tquana
48 Scrooge's retort
50 Taverns
51 Plop down
53 Cast a ballot
55 Serwric event
58 Dravm-out
attacks
61 Nave a cold
62 Royal decree
64 Market
as Bog iug
66 Refs
67 Where to see
stars

14'
Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

=MU QOM 013130
MOM DMIRI BOBO
OOMM 000 DEMO
MMMOO OWN
COMO 000
UMW MIJOBOOM
BUBO OM DOOM
OMOUWEIR OBUNI
OOP =MB
MUM INIMMIA
MOWN ORO MMMO
BOBO Ullffl MOOG
@MOM U1610 MOW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8 Kilo system
9 Sailor's word
10 Tumor or
Koppel
12 Cedar shakes
18l_ama*cha01

Part of UCLA
Meadow grazer
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David Tipp, of Tempe, said the moment
brought a tear to his eye.
"If I was onstage and I was Muhammad
Ali, I'd be taken aback by that," Tipp said.
"I'm going to tell everybody that story now."

NBC plans to
add another
hour to 'Today'
By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer

PASADENA, Calif.(AP) —
NBC's "Today" show will add
a fourth hour in September,
stretching television's most popular and lucrative morning show
nearly into lunchtime.
The fourth hour will likely
resemble the current third hour,
light on hard news and heavy
on lifestyle segments, NBC
executives said Wednesday. Al
Roker and Ann Curry are currently hosts of the third hour,
but NBC News President Steve
Capus said it hasn't been determined who will do the fourth
hour.
"The key here is the quality," said executive producer Jim
Bell. "It will connect with the
'Today' brand."
At the same time, NBC is
canceling the soap opera "Passions." Both moves reflect a
trend that advertisers have less
interest in traditional daytime
TV while morning news and
entertainment is considered a
growth area. Fox is introducing a new network morning
show on Monday.
Roughly half of NBC affiliates are expected to take the
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fourth hour when it begins,
Capus said. Some may air it
at a different time of day.
"Today" host Matt Lauer,
who will likely have little to
do with the fourth hour,
acknowledged that he was wary
about the idea at first.
"You go into something like
this with slightly mixed emotions," he said. "The one thing
you don't want it to do is
dilute the brand."
But he said he understood
the business reasons behind it
and was confident it will work.
Lauer's co-host Meredith
Vieira will have nothing to do
with the fourth hour for contractual reasons. Since she is
host of the game show "Who
Wants to Be a Millionaire,"
her contract forbids her from
being a part .of another show
past 9 a.m. each day.
Capus also said he expected better results from the fourth
hour than the short-run "Later
Today" program, which aired
earlier this decade with Florence
Henderson as a host.
That show didn't work
because it felt like something
different from the 'Today"
show, he said.

Chestnutt
to appear
in Paris
PARIS, Tenn. — County Music entertainer Mark
Chesnutt, known for his
international hit 1 Don't
Want To Miss A Thing," will
be performing at 7p.m., Saturday, Feb. 24, at the Krider Performing Arts Center
in Paris.
Tickets will be $25 for
general admission and $35
for reserved seating. The
concert is presented by the
Paris Henry County Arts
Council celebrating 40 years
of service to the community and the surrounding
area.
This event will be a fundraiser for the Arts Council, supporting their local
programming for the 20072008 season.
Tickets are available at
Jack's Java, on the square
in downtown Paris,the Paris
Henry County Chamber of
Commerce, Hwy 79 East,
and WMUF, 110 India
Road.
For more information
call (731)642-3955 or visit
the Arts Council website
www.phcarts.com or contact
phcarts@gmail.com
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Billy Crystal, right, honors boxing legend Muhammad Ali, center right, with a cake on his 65th
birthday during intermission of Crystal's show "700 Sundays" playing at the Gammage
Auditorium on the campus of Arizona State University on Wednesday in Tempe, Ariz. Crystal's
wife, Janice Crystal, holds the cake as Lonnie Ali. Muhammad's wife, looks on.

"I'm really happy we had tickets tonight,"
said Cheryl Tamasauckas of Scottsdale. "Even
though I'm not a boxing fan, everybody knows
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stare-down as Crystal's wife, Janice, came out
with a cake with one candle lit. All dipped his
finger in the cake and, arm in arm, the boxer
and the comedian blew out the candle and
walked off stage.
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TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Muhammad Ah celebrated his 65th birthday Wednesday night
watching his old friend Billy Crystal perform
at Arizona State University.
The former heavyweight champion joined
the comedian on stage, receiving a minute-long
standing ovation from the crowd and a cake
from Crystal's wife.
"He's been a truly great friend to me and
a great friend to the world," Cysts' said.
"Please join me in singing happy birthday to
the greatest senior citizen of all time."
The nearly 2,000 people who came to see
Crystal's one-man show, "700 Sundays," chanted "Ali! Ali! Ali!"
Crystal and Ali held up fists in a mock
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Fresh ideas can make your weddingfun,lab
Tired of the same old wedding
ideas? Here are just a few of the
1,001 smart ideas you can find courtesy of the book, "Weddings with
Style."
I. For a Christmas wedding, attach
tiny costume ruby jewels throughout
your veil. This is something you could
do yourself as these jewels are available at most craft and fabric stores.
2. For a summer or beach wedding,
create more of an ambiance by using
coconut-scented candles at the ceremony and reception.
3. Go for a sophisticated black and
white theme and have your groomsmen
wear white shirts, white ties and white
jackets with black pants and match
your bridal party with a dress that has
a white bodice and a black skirt. This
is really elegant for an evening wedding.
4. For your bridesmaids' procession
down the aisle, have a classical guitar
playing "You're Beautiful" by James
Blunt. This recent hit song already ..
starts with a classical guitar so it will
be familiar to your guests and the
impact will be stunning.
5. Create special decorative
envelopes for monetary gifts and leave
a few by the money box for those
guests who may have forgotten a card.

416
wherebndesgo.corn

Even a unique wedding cake topper, like this bride "reeling in" her hubby, can
add to the festive nature of your wedding.
This way if they are giving you cash,
they can write their name on the
envelope so you know who it is from.
6. At the reception, set up a limbo

bar. If your guests can limbo under it,
the bride and groom must kiss. Be
sure to play appropriate limbo music
for each attempt and have your master

of ceremonies adjust the height
on the age of the guest.
7. Traditionally most people tho e
the head table as a long table at the
front of the room. Consider making it
a round table, right in the center of
the room with your guests' table. Nur
rounding it in a circle. This allow.
you to be more in the middle of th.
festivities and closer to your guest.
8. For a fall wedding. an easy,
inexpensive centerpiece for your guest
tables is to place an orange pillar candle in the middle of a large glass hurricane vase, and then fill the vase
about half way up the candle with
pecans in their shell.
9. Keep desserts tuned to the tin..
of year — a pumpkin-flavored dessert
for the fall, a gingerbread or candy
cane dessert for Christmas, a chocolate
dessert for spring, and a berry- or citrus-flavored dessert for summer.
10. When the master of ceremonies introduces the bride and groom
at the reception, instead of simply
entering the room and proceeding to
the head table, instead, head directly
to the dance floor for your first dance.
This is a much better time for it as
opposed to after dinner when most
guests have left their tables.

r carry parts for all major-brands of appliances."
212 F. Main Street • -;1-1586

— Gail Oliver
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Can you have a fairy tale wedding ...
without mortgaging the castle? Sure! Just keep to a budget and plan!
So you're getting married but the thoughts of money
and budgeting getting you down?
In the words of Bobby McFarren, -Don't worry.
Be happy!" Planning and budgeting can clear the way
for a great wedding. Here are a few tips:

BUDGET
Make a budget and try to stay as close to it as
possible. If you go over on one item, try to see what
you can negotiate on. Keep that budget with you.
One suggestion is to keep everything in a threering binder; when you need any information at all,
its in one spot. Start planning: the sooner the better.
This will allow you start looking for sales.

FLOWERS
If its real flowers you want, think about having
just one or two flowers tied with a ribbon for you
and your attendants. Also use your throw away bouquet for the bridal table center piece at the reception.
Otherwise make your own flowers. Go online or
find a book, or ask someone to help you. Have a
get together for those that have offered to help. Make
it fun. Ask the groom's mother to help if she can.
She may enjoy it. Use balloons to decorate as well.
Or anything that's something simple and de-stressing.

THE DRESS

Try making your own invitations on your computer or someone else's. To make yours stand out, use
different paper or something unique to you and your
fiance. Also, decide if you really need to have return
RSVP. Do many people really respond?

If you can't afford an expensive dress, think of
your options;
— buy last years models at bridal shop; any style
is in
— choose simpler style
— buy used one
— borrow one: They are only worn for a few
hours anyway

DECORATIONS

RECEPTION

If you decorate according to the season of your
wedding you will be able to find seasonal items easier, and more available. Also try the dollar stores.
second hand stores, discount shops. etc. It's amazing
what little items you can find to put together. Remember to keep taking advantage of sale items. And
even clearance items. Inexpensive can be very cute.

Make it simple. From the cake to food. If someone offers to help. let them. Punch flavored kool-aid
and ginger ale make a very good drink.

INVITATIONS
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PICTURES

MUSIC

If photographers are out of budget, have someone
with a nice camera do it. If others are taking pictures, share, so you still have a picture album. Have

If you choose to have a dance, invite people to
bring their favorite songs and ask someone to be the
D.1

Something old, something new,
something borrowed...

Something Borrowed!
Odds are, if you're getting married you'll need to borrow money in your near
future for your first home, a new car or maybe even your own business.
Whatever your financial needs, the professionals at The Murray Bank can
help! All of our loan decisions are made
quickly and locally by people you
know and trust, so you won't have a
long wait to get something you
need. Even if it's something blue!

The
Murray Bank
How Banking Should Be
405 South 12th St • 700 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-LOAN
online banking: www.themurraybank.com

Haying friends take photos can offer a tun-filled look
back on your big day.

Member
FDIC
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Wedding music can be traditional or o beaten path
One of the most important parts of any wedding is the music. It adds emotions, affection, elation, excitement, happiness, joy, warmth, intimacy and more.
Music clearly sets the stage for the entire marriage ceremony.
Months of nervous, pre-matrimonial planning can all be eased during the service with the perfect selection of songs to enrich and enhance your wedding
experience. Family and friends will remember and marvel at the beauty of the
ceremony when it is accompanied by songs that are thoughtfully and carefully
selected for both music and lyric.
Brides- and grooms-to-be may choose a variety of methods to select
songs for their approaching wedding. Among those: using their own
favorite songs; asking for suggestions from musicians who perform
at weddings regularly; hiring a wedding consultant; or going
online to search for favorite wedding songs.
Depending upon the style and theme of a wedding.
couples can fashion their ceremony to fit individual
needs with selections of classic. Christian, pop.
instrumental, country or other genres.
Among the music that should be considered are
selections for a prelude, a processional, the ceremony,
a recessional, dinner music and a reception.
To be even more detailed in their musical selections,
couples might want to consider songs for such categories
as a father-and-daughter dance, a mother-and-son dance, or
first and last dances.
Over the years, some of the most lasting wedding song selections have included "The Wedding Song (There is Love)," "Here
Comes the Bride," "The Wedding March," "At Last" and "Unforgettable."
Newer songs that are rapidly becoming wedding standards include
"From This Moment," Wonderful Tonight," "We've Only Just Begun,"
"Colour My World," "Endless Love" and "When I Fall in Love.-
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While unconventional song choices may
By DAVID GERMAIN
leave some wedding guests puzzled. they
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (API — In "Muriel's also can add a meaningful and intimate
Wedding," Toni Collette's overeager bride touch to the celebration. Here are some
flutters down the aisle to the delirious- other song possibilities (with the albums
ly cheery pop blast of ABBA's "I Do, and labels on which they appear i The
may ridi be just right for you. but they're
I Do, 1 Do, I Do, I Do."
a starting point if
In real life, when
you're
Collette and musiseeking
something different
cian Dave Galafasfor the musical
si got hitched in
backdrop on the big
2003, the musical
day.
centerpiece to their
nuptials was a
—John Coltrane
somber, introspecand Johnny Harttive tune from felAustralian
low
man,"My One and
Nick Cave, "Into
Only Love" i"John
My Arms." The
Coltrane & Johnny
opening lyrics:
Hartman,"I don't believe
Impulse): The oftin an interventioncovered jazz stanist God. but! know.
dard gets one of
darling, that vou
its most sublime
do. But if I did I
treatments in the
would kneel down
1960s painng of
and ask him, not
supreme saxophonto intervene when
ist ('ol crane and
it came to you. Not
laid-hack crooner
to touch a hair on
Hartman The lyrics
your head, to leave
are a sensuous mix
you as you are, and
of sugary sentiment
AP/Polydor
if he felt he had
and breathy pasto direct you. then Many couples will choose a unconven- sion: "You fill tory
direct vou into my. tional song. such as ABBA's "I Do, I Do, eager heart with
I Do. I Do, I Do," that may leave some
arms."
such desire. every
"It wasn't an wedding guests puzzled
kiss you give sets
easy decision." says
my soul on fire. I
Collette. a music fan who has just released give myself in sweet surrender my one
her first album. "Beautiful Awkward Pic- and only love."
tures," featuring Galafassi on drums. Cave
"can be so kind of dark and so roman— Holly Cole, "God Only Knowstic at the same time. But that particular ("Shade," Universal Music Group-Canasong was incredibly romantic ... It just da): An unconventional interpretation of
kind of gets under your skin."
a classic that begins with these familiar
Many couples, looking for more per- words:' "/ may not always lose yoa, but
sonal and inspiring wedding music than long as there are stars above you, you
the umpteen-millionth rendition of the Car- never need to doubt it.
make yos so
penters' "We've Only Just Begun." will sure about it. God only knows whet: I'd
sympathize.
he without you." Jazz-pop thrush Cole

Denel
ope
photography
270-293-9961
WIA'W.penelopephoto.com

2375 East Wood St.
(across from Peppers)
Paris, TN

9 a.m. tel 5 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sat.
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becalms the Beach Boys' jaunty tune into that he opens the song with this declaa soothing, serene, contemplative affirma- ration of nutty, boundless devotion:
"Yeah.
tion of eternal faithfulness.
I got busted. so I used my one phone
call to dedicate a song to you on the
— John Prine, "In Spite of Ourselves" radio."
("In Spite of Ourselves," Oh Boy Records):
Prine wrote this duet with Iris DeMent
— Fairground Attraction. "Allelujah"
for the movie "Daddy and Them." whose ("The First of a Million Kisses." RCA):
star, Billy Bob Thornton. dumped co-star With sweet, simple guitar, percussion and
and girlfriend Laura Dem for Angelina accordion to back her. Scottish lead singer
Jolie long before the flick came out. With Eddi Reader's soaring vocals are a coma mild sense of white-trash ribaldry, the passionate validation for lonelyhearts who
tune survives as a hilarious testament to took a chance and found love close at
romantic resilience: "In spite of ourselves, hand: "Yes, your smile is a prayer that
ne'Il end up satin on a rainbow, against prays for love, and your heart is a kite
all odds, honey. we're the big door prize.- that longs to fly. allelujah here I am,
let is cut the strings tonight. We'll kiss the
- Jessica Molaskey. 'Adam &• Eve" first of a million kisses."
("A Good Day." PS ClassicsNazz singer
Molaskey frolics through this clever exal— The Nields, "Easy People" ("Play,"
tation of unadventurous, homebody Zoe Records): In their gloriously off-kilromance, versus the flashy
Ikt doomed ter harmonies, sisters Nerissa and Katryardor of Bonnie and Clyde. Romeo and na Nields warble out a shimmering ode
Juliet and their like: "We'll still be stand- to ragamuffin soul mates, with a refrain
ing when the others fall, though you're that pretty well sums up both the rules
no Bogey and I'm no Baca. We'll give of attraction and a key ingredient to makeach other eventhing we need, more ing relationships last: "Well. I choose you
Jimmy Stewart to my Donna Reed."
to take up all of my time, I choose you
momoion.corn
The Carpenters' standard of We've Only Just Begun' is a timeless classic that is
because you're fiauty and kind."
also a classic song for a young couple starting out in life together.
— Jens Lekman, "You Are the Light
(By Which I Travel Into This and That)"
— The 6ths with Katharine Whalen, of Squirrel Nut Zippers.
who delivers and play, shall we choose the day?"
("When I Said I Wanted to Be Your "You You You You You" ("Hyacinths and
beautifully on a childlike expression of
Dog," Secretly Canadian):'This lush, boun- Thistles," Merge Records): The Magnetic
giddy love: "You make the world go
— Oh, and as for Cave, "Into My
cy pop confection from Swedish singer- Fields mastermind Stephin Merritt's side
'round, the sun go up and down, the Arms" leads off "The Boatman's caw
songwriter Lekman is a merry romp whose project, The 6ths, aligns him with an
flowers bloom in May, the children laugh (Reprise Records).
narrator is so infatuated with his beloved eclectic range of singers, in this case Whalen

Beautifully
Ever After.
Pefore saying "I do,' visit Merle Norman for a personalized
bridal consultation. We'll determine an ideal skin care
regimen to help you create a blushing bndal glow and select
the ng}it makeup shades for your special day.
Get that picture-perfect look.set up an appointment today!
908 South 12th Street • Bel-Air Center
Murray •(270)753-6926
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There are so many reasons to
choose the Pier I Bridal Registry.
For starters, enjoy the satisfaction
and convenience of our personalized
bridal registry services. We have
the things you'll use every day
and can help with ideas to create
that is unique by you Come in to
discover more reasons why were
the perfect place to register
Pier I Imports — where the art
of living meets the art of giving
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Brides buy into lace's romance & tradition
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
AP Fashion Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — So many
brides love tradition and romance.
They love dancing and cake, and
they love lace.
"Every bride wants to look
like Cinderella," says Mark Badgley, half of the design duo
Badgley Mischka. "They might
come in with crazy ideas about
their gown but it always goes
back to something traditional,
gorgeous, a Grace Kelly sort of
number."
Adds partner James Mischka:
"Almost every bride wants to
look pretty and traditional,
even the most avant-garde
rock 'n' roll chick. Lace
covers both ends of the
spectrum."
The classic white laceadorned bridal gown
emerged centuries ago,
supposedly first in
France, on Anne of
Brittany, when she
married Louis
XII in

1499. It later was popularized by Britain's
Queen Victoria, in the mid-I9th century,
and has been a favorite ever since.
As a fabric, designers says, delicate
lace is surprisingly adaptable. It can be
used in a classic silhouette — Badgley
Mischka's cap-sleeve gown in sheer
Chantilly lace, for example. with a
chiseled bodice and lace godets at the
hem to give the dress volume — or
something edgier: perhaps designer
Melissa Sweet's "patchwork" lace
dress, a collage of seven kinds of
lace.
"This is about how lace does not
look like your mother's wedding
dress," explains Sweet, who says
she's drawn to the fabric because
it's romantic, but thes to use it in
modern, unexpected ways.
Another gown in her new collection features lace dotted with
sparkly beads, peeking through a
top layer of organza.
Lace is never out of fashion,
Sweet says, but is enjoying a
surge in popularity now because
it was not the must-have gown
of a decade ago: That honor
belonged to slinky satin. "It's

like anything — the eye wants what it
doesn't see."
She also notes that lace has been a
trend in ready-to-wear collection, the
past few seasons, which ultimatel,
influences the bridal market.
"Lace is feminine and airy and
romantic, and that's how you
feel when you wear lace," says
designer Amsale Aberra. And,
she adds, it also can be very
sexy.
Aberra just put the finishing
touches on an Amsale gown
that she says has the grandness of a ballgown but,
because of its bare back, is
equally sensual. "It's a gown
you'd expect from charmeuse
but not lace, yet it's the perfect combination."
Mostly, Aberra uses lace to
help define the area the bride most
wants to highlight, whether it's her
bust, midriff or hemline. "I like
this mix of modern traditional. Lace
symbolizes a wedding dress — no
question about it — and when it's
done right, it's so beautiful but it
also can be unexpected."
AP

Lace is delicate and romantic, two things most brides want to convey on their wedding day.
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Lace became standard in bndal attire
in the 19th century when it was wildly
popular in all of fashion, according to
Valerie Steele. director of the Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology in Manhattan.
"People were crazy for lace. ...
People really knew their lace. You
could tell handmade lace from
machine-made lace. That's all gotten blurry now," Steele says.
The popularity of machinemade lace — no matter how
good it was — might have led
to lace's decline around the turn
of the 20th century by degrading
its value.
In addition, fashion moves in
cycles; while lace was part of
the "delicate and peekaboo aesthetic" of the 19th century. the
20th century quickly
embraced a more revealing
look, eschewing lace for
bare skin. And fewer people had maids and servants to hand wash the
lace. Steele says, leading it to fall further
out of favor.
Women were

charmed by the femininity of lace, however, and
it soon started to appear on lingene, eveningwear and then again on bridal gowns. .
-Girls don't get much chance to wear lace in
their regular life. This is their one chance to go
to town," designer Mischka says.
It doesn't hurt that lace can be flattering —
"hiding lumps and bumps," which shiny satin
doesn't do, he adds.
And lace provides texture, a buzzword in
fashion right now. Sheers, gossamers, satins and
crepes, other fabrics popular for bridal gowns.
do not.
Bridal designers also are borrowing eyelet, a
cotton lace, from sportswear. An eyelet gown is
perfect for a more casual summer wedding or a
destination wedding.
Lace is especially popular in ivory, according
to Jeff Moore, senior vice president of merchandising and product development at David's
Bndal.
"Ivory lace is always more pleasing to the
eye than white lace because you can see the
texture of the fabric. It doesn't blind you,"
Moore says.
An all-over lace gown will cost you, though.
Lace is expensive, even the machine-made type,
because it's labor intensive and delicate. Not
that most brides care.
"Brides are willing to pay whatever it takes
to look fabulous," Moore says.
AP

Ivory is more popular than bright white when it
comes to lace bridal gowns. says Jeff Moore
of David's Bridal
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The bride's dress size
is just a number ...
... Just not a number she's used to seeing
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
AP Fashion Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The tears streaming down
• a bride's face the first time she puts on her wedding gown should be tears of joy. Thanks to the
quirky sizing system used by many bridal designers, however, she might be crying over the blow
to her self-esteem.
"If you think you're a size 6, you're at least
an 8 and probably a 10," says Jeff Moore, senior vice president of merchandising and product
development at retailer David's Bridal.
Gown designers and salons stress that size is
just a number, nothing to worry about, but in the
next breath they'll often advise buying a few sizes
bigger than the bride is used to for jeans, skirts
or cocktail dresses.
Bridal sizing goes back to a scale established
during World War II that used data intended for
making uniforms, Moore explains. The scale also
was used for ready-to-wear clothes, but over time,
sportswear adapted its sizes to reflect changing
body shapes, while bridal, for the most part, didn't.
In addition, many bridal salons are small, independent shops that don't keep stock of all sizes.
A woman who is a size 2 may try on the same
actual dress as a woman who is a 12. A sales-

When an 8 isn't an 8
Brides may be surprised to learn that their gown
sizes not only differ from what they are accustomed
to but from one designer to the next
Size 8 dress measurements, in inches
BUST
WAIST
HIPS
Alfred Angelo
27 38.5
36
Avalon Bridal
35
28
39
Eden Bridals
41
37
29

person will fasten the smaller woman's gown with
what are essentially jumbo paper clips, and use
stretchy strips of elastic across the back of a larger woman.
Once the bride decides on the style of her
gown, the salon orders the dress according to her
measurements — and that's another sticking point.
The order is based on the woman's largest
measurement: bust, hips or waist. If her hips and
waist are an 8 but her bust a 10, she gets the
10; if her bust and waist are 12 but her hips 14,
she gets the 14.
Why? In alterations, it's much harder to make
a gown bigger than it is to make it smaller.
Designers have a couture mind-set on bridal
gowns: They will be fitted to the individual bride's
shape through alterations, explains Amsale Aberra,
creative director for the high-end Amsale, Kenneth
Pool and Christos lines. The size of the original
gown is just a starting-off point.
But, she acknowledges, the bride probably isn't
thinking that far ahead — and the number on the
tag can be a roadblock. It can "affect your confidence level. A wedding is when a bride wants
to be her thinnest," Aberra says.
Moore agrees: "This has led to a lot of emotional trauma — it's not what most retailers and
manufacturers are going for."
Ii

"P5

SOURCES: The companies

His company, for one, has abandoned both the old size scale
and the practice of having one sample dress for all to try on.
Part of the change was to make the process a little less confusing to brides, Moore says. David's Bridal surveyed thousands
of them and found that the old sizing guidelines simply didn't
resemble America's brides today. Not only have the numbers
changed, but so have proportions and body types.
A handful of other gown-makers also have gone to a "truesize system," says Kathleen Murray, deputy editor of TheKnot.com.
but she doesn't expect the entire industry to switch over.
"You just have to get over the size thing. You can't look at
that number," she says.
"Most of the time, the tailoring and alterations is what makes
the dress gorgeous."
Brides expect that their gown will need to be altered, and
many even figure in a line item for alterations when planning
their budget, Murray says. (TheKnot.com reconunends $500.)
The bigger shock can come to bridesmaids, she says, who also
are often subject to the unfamiliar sizing system. They probably
didn't think when they signed on for the job about the extra
$100-$200 it will cost to have the dress fitted. Murray advises
brides to encourage off-the-rack bridesmaids' dresses.
"You want the girls to be happy in what they're wearing,"
she says.
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The hardest words to say are often 'thank you'
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By MARY CLARE JALONICK
Associated Press Writer
Everyone's met one: a bride who feels
entitled to an expensive wedding with
ill the details just so, who orders friends
and family to host parties or spend hundreds of dollars on an ugly bridesmaid's
dress, who can be
overheard barking.
"It's MY wedding!"
The one thing she
rarely says is -thank
you."
Even for nicer
brides, those two
words are often overlooked in the hectic
atmosphere surrounding a wedding. Couples who may spend
a year or more planPeggy Post
ning their nuptials
forget that
often
inends and family are also spending precious time and money to make the day
more special.
"You are surrounded by the people
that mean the most to you, so don't take
them for granted," says etiquette expert
Peggy Post, great-granddaughter-in-law
of manners guru Emily Post and author
of several books on weddings. "Don't
Just treat them as your personal assistants."
Guests today go through more than
guests in the past. says Sharon Naylor,

author of "The Bntie and Groom ThankYou Guide" and "The Essential Guide
to Wedding Etiquette."
"They have to travel, they. have to
spend a lot on gifts," she says.
Both Post and Naylor recommend wnting thank you notes for wedding gifts
within a month. The idea that brides
have a year to wnte them is a myth,
they said.
Notes must be handwritten — not
typed or e-mailed — and should be as
personal as possible. It's always gracious
licatheweb.corn
to mention what you are going to do
with the gift, as well.
planner
event
Antonio
San
says
notes,
"Try to sound like yourself," says Tracy French. She knows one couple
Naylor. "It ends up freezing a lot of who wrote -thank you" in the sand after
people and they avoid the task."
their beach wedding, took a picture and
Both said that more grooms are get- sent it to all of their guests as thanks
ting involved in the process.
for gifts.
"It's really cool for guests to see the
'That is so wrong," French says.
says.
Naylor
"
groom's handwriting,
"We're all extremely busy. but I think
Thank-you note recipients appreciate people are losing sight of etiquette and
a touch of humor. says Lida Fitts. a doing things that are traditional."
Washington, D.C., newlywed who marBeyond thank you notes, brides often
ried last May in Alabama. To a guest give gifts to party hosts and wedding
who gave her silverware. Fins wrote that attendants, and leave gift bags at the
she hoped the "lovely gleam would dis- hotel for out-of-town guests. Reduced hotel
tract guests from poor cooking."
rates are also standard.
"It's a time when you are really excitRaleigh. N.C.,-based wedding consulted and it's a shame not to show that to ant Karen Clark suggests going further
people," she says. "I wanted to write by contacting airlines and rental car comthem as soon as possible because your panies about giving your guests reduced
excitement about the gift is easy to con- wedding rates. Finding a hotel that includes
vey."
breakfast in the room rate is also a nice
One major no-no is mass thank you thought, she says.
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While many weddings feature endless
toasts to the bride and groom, the couple can make a toast of their own expressing thanks to family and friends, ).4lys
Ivy Robinson, another North Carolina wedding consultant.
"If the band goes on a break, it's &
nice time for the bride and groom to
get up and thank everyone," she says.
As for guest favors. Robinson says
not to bother unless they are meamrigful. That money could be better spent
elsewhere in the wedding budget.
"A lot of people give tacky. cheap favors
— things that are thrown in the trash"
she says. "If you can't do something
nice, don't do anything at all."
One option is to make charitable donations in all of your guests' names, she
says.
Parents, especially if they are paying
for the wedding, should be treated. says
Naylor.
"Take your parents out to dinner during the planning process," she says
"Thanking your parents can diffuse some
of the conflict." Another trend is for
couples to give their parents a vacation
after the big day
And it's important to thank the people who put the event together, Naylor
says. A simple note or present for your
vendors could help everything run more
smoothly.
"Thanks you express along the as
will make the process better." she says
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Getting rid of hair, blemishes helpful for wedding preparation
After two decades of working as a
nurse in a hospital intensive care unit,
Rhonda Boone is hoping to help people
and their bodies in a different way.
Boone and Kamille Floyd, both women
who live in Murray, opened Murray Laser
Center on Jan. 2 at 1625 Ky. 121. Specifically. the center specializes in hair
removal, spider vein removal and treatments for sun spots and focuses on skin
rejuvenation.
On thing not on the treatment list is
permanent makeup that involves tattooing colors onto the face.
"We'll remove hair wherever anyone
wants it removed," Boone said.
But don't call it permanent hair removal.
Boone says legally the center can't be
labeled that way, but it's definite permanent hair reduction. So far, Boone said
the center has done a lot of treatments
on customers' facial hair.
"We're hoping to really cater to the
students. We do men as well as women,"
Boone said. "Hair removal is probably
our biggest thing, but I'm doing a lot
of spider veins too."
The time just seemed right for Boone
to pursue this business when Floyd
approached her. Having recently finished
her master's degree, Boone continues
working about two days a week at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.

but it's a different concept.In addition to partnering with Floyd,
the women enlisted Floyd's husband, radiologist Dr. Robin Floyd, to be an onsite medical director.
-We're focused on quality and we're
really to satisfy the customer. People
have hair where they don't want it. We're
trying to help people feel better about
themselves, if that's what they want."
Since deciding to open Murray Laser
Center. both Boone and Floyd have been
through training since August. The treatments are approved by the Federal Drug
Administration.
"It's unbelievable. We're doing great,"
Boone said. "We're really excited about
the response we've had."
Murray Laser Center is opened from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and by
appointment. They can be contacted at
761-4999.
Prices range depending on the service — and many services are available.
Boone said usually five treatments are
needed because the way hair grows in
three different cycles.
Like with most things, everyone's bodies are different, so during the free consultations Boone often does spot checks
on the customers' skin.

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
Rhonda Boone demonstrates how the laser works to remove hair on a customer's
leg. The Murray Laser Center is open on Ky. 121 North and specializes in hair
removal, spider vein removal and treatments for sun spots.
"Kamille said 'You know, this town Murray to get this service,— Boone, the
doesn't have a laser center and every- center's technician, remembered. "I
one is traveling to Paducah and outside thought it sounded fun. It's still nursing,

— Kristin Taylor
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No cake? No bridal party? No problem!
Brides making own rules when it comes to wedding traditions
By JANET FRANKSTON LORIN
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — When my
husband and I set out to plan our
recent wedding. we knew we wanted it
to he small, intimate and personal.
And we were prepared to break some
rule.
We didn't want a wedding cake. Or
bridal party. Or a first dance.
Bucking bridal tradition can be difticult. and if you do you must win
o‘er skeptical mothers and convince
those who know the formula — caterers. tlonsts. hand leaders — to deviate
from it
But More and more couples seem to
be doing that.
"There's nothing traditional in our
society anymore when it comes to
weddings," said Jill Danis, a wedding
planner for 30 years in Manhattan.
"There are many factors that come
into play. first and foremost the bride's
and groom's preferences."
She's seeing more weekday weddings. for instance, and more couples
who — like us — experiment with
the format of the meal and bar, and
look for nontraditional venues.
One reason, Danis said, is cost.

Another is that couples are marrying
older
"A young bride might have thought
spending $100,000 was worth it," she
said. "As couples are getting older,
they're realizing $100,000 could be a
down payment on a house instead of
five hours for a dream wedding."
Melinda Morris, whose July 4 wedding two years ago didn't include a
cake or first dance, said she didn't
feel as much pressure at age 33 to
include every traditional element.
Instead of a seated dinner, guests ate
at stations throughout a Tudor mansion
in upstate New York.
"You pick and choose the parts that
are really personal to you." said Morris. who lives with her husband,
David, in Brooklyn. "For us, it wasn't
about a wedding. It was about a party
that brought families together."
Looking for the right space and a
caterer who will work with your
vision can take more time, effort and
creativity.
After much searching in New York
City for a space with a terrace for an
outdoor ceremony, my husband, Scott,
and I found Scandinavia House. a
building owned by the American-Scan-

dinavtan Foundation. The second floor
offers floor-to-ceiling windows fronting
Park Avenue and a small L-shaped
terrace with a slight view of the
Empire State Building.
We were also excited about the
food. from Scandinavia House's resident caterer, the highly rated restau
rant Aquavit. and its chef Marcus
Siunuclsson.
While it was a formal party — the
invitation read "creative black tie" —
for 75, we didn't want it to be stuffy.
We wanted dinner served family style
to create more intimacy. Peter Klein.
Aquavit's director of catering. worked
with us to pull it off perfectly:
Instead of a full bar, we served
two specialty cocktails — elderflower
martinis and white cranberry mojitos
vowstrommeneanotscotiand corn
— and wine.
Why not incorpolineage?
Scottish
Of
Howard,
Sara
bride.
Another recent
rate the pipes as part of your ceremony?
served only beer, wine and mojitos
during the cocktail hour of her Apnl
wedding for 100 in a St. Louis park.
Howard. 31.
She said the idea saved money and
Her wedding cake was decorated
contributed to the event's casual feel.
Most guests, she said, didn't notice the unconventionally in her favonte colors,
pink and green.
full bar was missing.
"I think actually they loved the
Cumtinued on page 12
novelty of the signature drink." said
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From Page 1
Many couples are choosing desserts
besides cake, Danis said, such as ice
cream sundae bars.
"A silly wedding cake is gone in two
seconds and how many pictures do you
look at of the wedding cake?" she said.
"It's not necessary, and brides are recognizing that"
My mother wouldn't agree. She didn't
quite understand our decision, saying the
top of the cake would have been a nice
memento on our first anniversary.
Instead of cake, we opted for two luscious dessert creations from Aquavit: an
-arctic circle" goat cheese parfait with
passion fruit curd and blueberry sorbet,
and a hazelnut milk chocolate mousse on
a chocolate cake layer with black currant
sauce and berries.
Other couples are going for cupcakes.
At the Cupcake Cafe in Manhattan,
owner Ann Warren said the bakery handles eight to 10 wedding orders per
weekend during peak season, most of
them massive groups of cupcakes.
"A lot of people go for it because it's
different," said Alissa Gonzalez, who has
been decorating wedding cakes there for
12 years.
Price is also a factor. Cupcakes,
arranged in the shape of a wedding cake,
are $2.50 to $3.50 per person, compared
with $8 a slice for wedding cakes.
Instead of frozen cake, Scott and I
will have some unusual photos as

mementos. We took our wedding portraits
at Grand Central Station, just a few
blocks from Scandinavia House. As we
walked through the landmark station, people offered congratulations and applause
and a few asked if we were actors.
We skipped the bridal party to keep
things simple. Our nieces and nephews
walked down the aisle, and our parents
escorted us. I am 33 and Scott is 37,
both the youngest in our families. Since
all of our siblings are in their 40s, it
seemed silly to ask our sisters to buy the
same dress.
And because one of our goals was to
make sure everyone danced and had fun,
we skipped the traditional solo first dance
and opened the music with the hora.
Frolicking with our families in the small
inner circles set the tone for the rest of
the evening.
We enjoyed that tradition.
Janet Frankston Lorin is AP's Newark
correspondent.
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Instead of wedding cake, try wedding cupcakes as a twist on a wedding tradition.
Cupcakes can be created in a variety of
flavors, designs and with a variety of decorations. And there's no need to cut the
cake and serve same size portions since
each person attending the ceremony gets
a cupcake.
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Vintage Rose Emporium Q On A Personal Note Stationery
request the pleasure of your company for Bridal Registry and Invitations
COME SEE US for our great bridal registry
selections featuring incredible choices from:
• Vietri Italian Pottery • Lenox • Dansk
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• All-Clad Cookware • LeCreuset Cookware and more!

Start things off in style with classic and
original save the dates, invitations, thank
you notes, shower invitations and more
from upstairs at On a Personal Note.
Our Bridal Registries are now online
at www.vintagerose.com
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